
Rarely has there been a
more vexing subject as stormwa-
ter runoff regulations as they
apply to the recyclers of scrap
metals and automobiles.
Researching federal, state and
local regulations is a tedious
task, often resulting in more
confusion than enlightenment.
Many scrap metal recyclers are
also bewildered and concerned
about the growing complexity of
government regulations, poten-
tial violations and attending
penalties. 

Even though federally
adopted stormwater regulations
are part of a national program
required under the Clean Water
Act, implementation can differ
from state to state. 

New Jersey’s Department
of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP) is in the process of
implementing new stormwater
regulations. The ongoing impo-
sition of these regulations on the
metal and automobile recycling
industry can represent new regu-
latory and administrative bur-
dens, and more out-of-pocket
costs on owners of scrap metal
and vehicle recycling operations
that must be addressed and can-
not be ignored. 

Scrap metal and automo-
tive recyclers handle a wide
and complex variety of haz-
ardous substances that could
potentially trickle down from
stormwater runoff and con-
taminate drinking water or
pollute rivers, lakes and
oceans. 

But since cars and trucks
are the number one recycled
product in the U.S., the exposure
for the scrap metal dealer and
automotive recycler is substan-
tial. About 8 million cars and 5
million trucks are recycled every
year by over 7,000 auto recy-
cling companies nationwide.

One of the primary threats
to the environment is polluted
stormwater runoff resulting from
the mishandling of metals and
vehicular fluids such as gasoline,
diesel fuel, motor oil, transmis-
sion fluid, power steering fluid,
brake fluid, mineral spirits,
washer fluid, gear oil and grease.
In addition, there are other haz-
ardous wastes in vehicles that
could contaminate water like
mercury from electrical devices,
batteries, refrigerants, asbestos
and PCBs. 

Automotive recyclers are
mostly small businesses and
often have environmental com-
pliance problems that fall within
EPA’s authority under the Clean
Air and Clean Water Acts. These
regulations are administered pri-
marily by state environmental
protection agencies and local
authorities. 

The Federal Clean Water
Act does not directly address
groundwater contamination, but
groundwater protection provi-
sions are included in the Safe
Drinking Water Act, Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act,
and the Superfund Act. Remem-
ber, automotive and metal recy-
cling went on for nearly 100
years before the Clean Water Act
in 1972 and groundwater regula-
tions at federal, state and local
levels took decades to evolve as
specific requirements, becoming
increasingly complex, requiring
permits, and subject to enforce-
ment and fines. 

It all starts with the U.S.
EPA’s National Pollution Dis-
charge Elimination System
(NPDES) because polluted
stormwater runoff is commonly
transported through municipal
stormwater sewer systems or,
discharged untreated directly
into local bodies of water. To
prevent harmful pollutants from
being washed or dumped into
local waters, municipalities and
regulated industries must obtain
a NPDES permit and develop a

stormwater management pro-
gram to reduce contamination
and prohibit illicit discharges. 

NJDEP is the delegated
issuing authority for NPDES
permits in the state. A New Jer-
sey Pollutant Discharge Elimi-
nation System (NJPDES)
discharge permit is required for
defined industrial activities and
for municipal separate storm
sewer systems (MS4) owned and
operated by municipalities. A
NJPDES permit may also be
required for any point or non-
point source discharge if NJDEP
determines that it contributes to
a violation of water quality stan-
dards or is identified as a signifi-
cant contributor of pollutants.

There are approximately
7,500 NPDES MS4 permits in
the U.S. covering large,
medium, and small cities. Five
hundred and sixty-six of them
are in New Jersey. Then, of
course, there are salvage busi-
nesses within cities and towns
that have municipal stormwater
systems, but are not served by
them. And, there is the vast area
of America not serviced by any
stormwater sewer systems at all,
but may be covered by regula-
tions enforced by state and local
jurisdictions.

Federal regulation
requires a permit for all scrap
recycling facilities. EPA
issues its Multisector (MSGP)
permit to regulated industries
in non-delegated states.

NJDEP issues industry spe-
cific general permits, individ-
ual permits, and a basic
industrial general permit to its
regulated industries. For the
automotive and metal scrap
recycling industry, New Jersey
issues its Automobile Recy-
cling General Permit (RVR)
and the Scrap Metal Recycling
General Permit (SM2),
respectively. Individual per-
mits are issued for metal recy-
clers that engage in shredding
operations

According to Julia Q.
Ortiz, a press officer at U.S.
EPA, “EPA’s MSGP contains
requirements relating to con-
trolling pollutants in stormwa-
ter discharges that all facilities
must comply with. These
include: minimizing exposure
of industrial activities to
stormwater; good housekeep-
ing; conducting regular main-
tenance of stormwater
controls and equipment; hav-
ing spill prevention and
response procedures; erosion
and sediment controls; runoff
management; salt storage piles
pollutant minimization;
employee training, waste
elimination of non-stormwater
discharges and dust genera-
tion, and vehicle tracking. In
addition, inspections and
assessments must also be reg-
ularly done. Stormwater pol-
lution prevention plans must
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FOCUS: Waste Stormwater regulations tighten for recyclers
by MIKE BRESLIN
mbreslin@americanrecycler.com

See STORMWATER, Page 4
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Stormwater runoff from metal is a major contributor to groundwater pollution. New Jersey’s new regulations will require
quarterly testing of these waters. PHOTO COURTESY OF NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION



Model 4

The new model 4 E-Z log Baler is just what mid size scrap yards have been 
asking for! Priced right for any yard — small, mid size, or large!

Like the Model 3, the NEW Model 4 has no set up time and a very low cost to operate.
The one man operations are all handled from the newly designed cab. With the 400º 
rotation crane and a reach of 27’ adding the continuous rotation grapple, it makes 

loading the larger chamber a breeze.
 Taking your loose scrap to a highly sought after shreddable log.

— Cycles in under 2 minutes!
— Produces up to 70 tons per day.

— Fully portable in the closed position.
— New seat design for more operator comfort.



Turning Stone Resort Casino has a
new approach to dispose of the hotel’s
hundreds of thousands of leftover
hygiene products each year. Though a
new partnership with the non-profit
Clean the World Foundation, Inc., Turn-
ing Stone is recycling the resort’s used
soaps and shampoos to help reduce
unnecessary waste and prevent disease
throughout the world.

Hygiene products from the resort
will be sanitarily recycled and used for
emergency relief efforts and other
causes. They will be distributed to part-
nering nonprofit organizations for deliv-
ery to developing countries and
homeless shelters.

Turning Stone’s efforts will literally
help save lives. Studies show that hand
washing with soap can effectively
reduce the instances of diarrheal disease
and acute respiratory infection, the lead-
ing global causes of death for children
under five.

Since its inception in 2009, Clean
the World has distributed more than 340
tons of soap, shampoo and other ameni-
ties to dozens of countries in need

worldwide. Turning Stone will add to
those totals by contributing all excess of
the resort’s more than 300,000 soap bars
and 440,000 bottled hygiene products
used annually.

By partnering with Clean the World,
Turning Stone is also helping to reduce
the landfill waste generated by its resort

hotel. In the past 5 years alone, Clean
the World and its partners have diverted
more than 1,000 tons from clogging
landfills.
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BUD ROBERTS 
COMPANY, INC.

3027 SUMMER OAK PLACE, BUFORD, GA 30518 
Offi ce: (678) 546-8691 • Fax: (678) 546-8692

FOR INFO ON SPECIFIC ITEMS, SEND YOUR REQUESTS TO:  sales@budrobertsco.com
www.budrobertsco.comNATIONWIDE TOLL FREE: (800) 955-8288

COUPON

SAVE $100
on any purchase over $2,000 when you 

mention this ad.
Limit one coupon. Offer expires 4/30/2014.

LG – Wide footprint 
for maximum contact 
and longer life. Best 
for use in areas 
with sharp debris. 
Ideal for use on dry 
and wet asphalt or 
concrete surfaces.

SM – Wide 

Ideal for Scrap and Auto Salvage Operations!
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DT – Wide footprint 
for maximum contact 
and longer life. 
Deeper lugs for a 
better bite. Ideal for 
softer soil conditions 
and dirt areas.
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• Wheels, Tubes and Flaps • Retread Tires • Used Tires • New Tires

Bucket ForksBucket Forks

ACS QCACS QC

Replacement Replacement 
L-tines 42"–14'L-tines 42"–14'

CustomCustom
AssemblyAssembly

Shredder Shredder 
ForksForks

Custom Custom 
AssemblyAssembly

10–15 ft. 10–15 ft. 
Vertical TinesVertical Tines

Replacement Flat TineReplacement Flat Tine

3-Pt.3-Pt.
Hook-upHook-up

4-Pt. Hook-up4-Pt. Hook-up

QuickQuick
Coupler -Coupler -

JRB/ITJRB/IT
Skid Steer Skid Steer 

Universal QCUniversal QC

STICK WITH

BUDFOR QUALITY

SCRAP YARD EQUIPMENT!

Most Items Shipped Same Day!

Clean the World’s Las Vegas Recycling Operation Center acts as a collecting point for gently used hotel
amenities from all over the western region of the United States. PHOTO COURTESY OF CLEAN THE WORLD

Innovative recycling program launched for
hotel toiletries

For additional information,
view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.

Keep America Beautiful recognized
Foothill Elementary School in Pittsburg,
California, in an all-school awards cere-
mony celebrating its championship in
Recycle-Bowl, a nationwide recycling
competition for elementary, middle and
high school students.

The Recycle-Bowl competition,
sponsored by Nestlé Pure Life Purified
Water, reached nearly 700,000 students
across America with schools in all 50
states and the District of Columbia com-
peting. Collecting 157 pounds of mate-
rial per child for recycling, Foothill
Elementary School students recycled the
most among more than 1,500 school
competitors.

Keep America Beautiful presented a
$2,500 check to Foothill Principal
Enrique Pin. In addition, the school will
receive a $1,500 credit to purchase recy-
cling bins from Busch Systems and a
park bench made from recycled plastic
from Trex.

From October 15 through Novem-
ber 15, 2013, participating schools recy-
cled as much as possible. The total
amount of recyclables recovered during
the 2013 competition added up to 6.4
million pounds. 

A full list of statewide winners and
updates for next year’s competition can
be found at Recycle-Bowl.org.

California
school wins
national
competition

Entenmann’s Bakery has partnered
with TerraCycle to launch the first-ever
Little Bites “Recycle…Reuse…Replen-
ish” Fully Recyclable Lunch Earth Day
awareness campaign and sweepstakes.

The Little Bites campaign is aimed to
educate consumers on how to recycle Lit-
tle Bites Pouches and turn trash into cash

for schools through the point redemption
process, complete with a Sweepstakes
activation on Facebook for a chance to win
an assortment of prizes, including a grand
prize of $5,000 cash. 

Entenmann’s will be rewarding win-
ners with an assortment of weekly prizes
including Little Bites coupons, upcycled

Little Bites-branded Lunch Sacks made by
TerraCycle, $25 Home Depot Gift cards to
start an Earth Day garden and a $5,000
cash grand prize through a sweepstakes
link on the Entenmann’s Facebook page.
All entries must be received by 11:59:
p.m. ET April 30, 2014. Official rules can
be found at www.entenmanns.com.

Entenmann teams up with TerraCycle for recycling
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be revised when necessary and compli-
ance with all requirements must be doc-
umented.”

Under the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, amended by the Clean Water
Act and the Water Quality Act, a facility
with stormwater discharge associated with
industrial activity must obtain a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
permit. In 1990, the U.S. EPA published the
regulatory definition for “stormwater dis-
charges associated with industrial activity,”
which were adopted in the NJPDEP 
regulations. 

New Jersey’s Department of Environ-
mental Protection is issuing authority for
NPDES permits in the state. A discharge
permit may be required if NJDEP deter-
mines a point or non-point source discharge
contributes to a violation of water quality
standards or is identified as a significant
contributor of pollutants.

First issued in 1995 and updated sub-
sequently, the New Jersey Scrap Metal gen-
eral permit was initially issued and
authorized the discharge of stormwater to
surface water for facilities that engage in
Standard Industrial Classification, SIC
Code 5015 for used motor vehicle parts and
SIC Code 5093 for scrap and waste 
materials.

Permit effluent limitations, monitoring
requirements, Best Management Practices
(BMPs) and other conditions are federally
authorized and implemented, administered,
and enforced by NJDEP through its
NJPDES permit program.

James Murphy, chief of the NJDEP
bureau of non-point pollution control
explained the state’s new Stormwater Man-
agement (SM2) regulations that took effect
October 1, 2013. “Our new scrap metal per-

mit, SM2, covers scrap facilities that
engage in scrap metal recycling with or
without vehicle recycling, but the DEP does
have a separate vehicle recycling permit for
those sites that engage only in vehicle recy-
cling. We also have five or six facilities out
there that handle scrap metal, plus shred-
ding. Those facilities will get separate indi-
vidual permits in the near future. The SM2
permit requires an initial stormwater
drainage control plan which has to be sub-
mitted by October 1, 2014 and a final
drainage control plan that must be submit-
ted by October 1, 2015.

Under the permit there are water sam-
pling requirements. Our enforcement field
offices may conduct monitoring as part of
their inspections, but the permit will require
quarterly monitoring of the effluent by the
permitee. The results of that monitoring
must be put on Discharge Monitoring
Reports, or DMRs, that must be submitted
quarterly and are reviewed by NJDEP
Enforcement as part of the permit compli-
ance assessment.” 

“We have been working with the
industry group trying to come up with a
permit that the industry is satisfied with. So
there’s been a lot of negotiation, giving
them an opportunity to the make changes to
this new version of the permit,” Murphy
concluded.

Brian McLendon, supervisor of the
industrial stormwater discharge permit unit
at NJDEP elaborated on the new regula-
tions. “Scrap metal dealers will have to
identify and account for all of their
stormwater runoff, meaning it has to be dis-
charged to a regulated discharge point or
points. There is a specific Stormwater Pol-
lution Prevention Plan (SPPP) that has to be
implemented throughout the yard at differ-
ent areas such as material handling and
storage, and so on. And, these areas have to
be monitored to benchmark criteria.

“It has to be monitored whether or not
it’s going to be discharged to groundwater
or into a municipal stormwater system. If
they are parking unprocessed vehicles that
have been drained of fluids on crushed stone
that may be okay, but if they are crushing
cars they would have to do that on a pad. In
New Jersey, as compared to other states, we
do regulate the discharge to groundwater as
well as surface water. The federal program
is limited to surface water, only. In New Jer-
sey, we have a robust groundwater program
and we want to assure that discharges are
not being shifted from surface water to
groundwater.” 

An environmental engineer at NJDEP,
Shashi Nayak, outlined some of the techni-
cal requirements for SM2 permits. “For the
initial drainage control map, an owner can
prepare it themselves using our guidelines
or call on an engineer, but for the final
drainage control map they have to have it
certified by a licensed professional engineer.
The quarterly stormwater testing will begin
on October 1, 2015. On a quarterly basis,
the owner of the facility has to collect
stormwater samples and send them to a New
Jersey designated state-certified laboratory
for testing. It’s paid for by the owner. We’re
looking at a couple hundred dollars, quar-
terly, to get each test done. In addition,
PCBs must be tested annually.” 

Water test results will reveal chemical
oxygen demand, total petroleum hydrocar-
bons, and total recoverable aluminum, lead,
zinc and iron. Currently, the annual fee for
general scrap permit is $2,300. An individ-
ual permit for a shredder is $4,100 annually.
Under New Jersey’s Water Pollution Control
Act, the range of civil administrative penal-
ties can range from $2,500 for minor viola-
tions up to $40,000 for major offenses.

John Kitchens, vice president of Iron
Ax, said no other system comes close to his
company’s Enviro Rack, an advanced auto
fluid removal and dismantling system, in
meeting EPA and state regulations concern-
ing fluid removal and preventing fluids from
entering stormwater. 

“Over the years we have dealt with a
lot of different people that were having

INCREASE PROFITS

518-424-1168
www.RecyclingFurnaces.com

RRECYCLING ECYCLING SERVICESERVICES 

INTERNATIONALNTERNATIONAL • Built for years of continued service.

• New technology burner and 
  control systems.

• Permit assistance available.

• Large hearth opening for 
  automotive scrap.

INCREASE PROFITS with the 

 With a US Furnace’s 
MAX-4000 Hi Efficiency 

Sweat Furnace, 
get the lowest fuel cost per lb 

to process than any other 
furnace manufacturer — 

GUARANTEED! 
The lowest melt loss rate than 

any other manufacturer — 
GUARANTEED! On-site 

installation, training & service.

most efficient sweat furnace!

FULL EPA
compliance

GUARANTEED.

Stormwater
■Continued from Page 1

See STORMWATER, Page 8
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FOR A MORE DETAILED LIST OF
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS AND ADDITIONAL

PHOTOS, PLEASE VISIT US ONLINE AT
www.CIAUCTIONS.com

COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AUCTIONEERS
503-760-0499 – INFO@CIAUCTIONS.COM

‘OREGON’S LEADER IN HEAVY EQUIPMENT & INDUSTRIAL AUCTIONS’

DAY 1
SATURDAY, APRIL 26 AT 10:00 AM

PREVIEW DAY FRIDAY, APRIL 25, 9AM TO 5PM

24621 S BARLOW ROAD – CANBY, OREGON, 97002
ONLINE BIDDING AVAILABLE

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE: 
(4) CAR CRUSHERS

LOG LOADERS

CRAWLER MATERIAL 
HANDLERS

EXCAVATORS

(6) ARTICULATING 
LOADERS

(6) FORKLIFTS

PETERBUILT DUMP TRUCKS

ROLL-OFF TRUCKS

WATER TRUCKS

TRACTOR TRUCKS

SELF LOADERS

DUMP TRAILERS

OPEN TOP TRAILERS

LOW BOY TRAILER

EQUIPMENT TRAILERS

DRY VAN TRAILERS

PORTABLE LOADING RAMP

20+ FORD PICK UPS IN 
VARIOUS STAGES OF 
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ALSO: ASSORTED LOADER 
ATTACHMENTS, 
NUMEROUS ROLL-OFF 
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SCRAP BINS, GRAPPLE & 
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CONTAINERS
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10300 N. McALISTER ROAD – La GRANDE, OREGON 97850
ONLINE BIDDING AVAILABLE

STATIONARY SHEAR BAILER

PORTABLE CAR CRUSHERS

LOG LOADERS

EXCAVATORS

LOADERS

FORKLIFTS

OFF ROAD DUMP TRUCK

DUMP TRUCKS

ROLL OFF TRUCKS

SELF LOADERS

TRACTOR TRUCKS

TRAILERS
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COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AUCTIONEERS
UPCOMING AUCTION
HUGE TWO DAY TWO LOCATION BANKRUPTCY AUCTION

COMPLETE ASSETS OF WURDINGER METAL RECYCLING
BANKRUPTCY CASE NO 13-33225
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Recycling
steady, waste
stream lighter 

The National Waste & Recycling
Association offered insight into the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) report on municipal waste gener-
ation and recycling rates, noting that
the latest statistics, based on 2012 data,
show a continual decline in per capita
waste generation and an evolving waste
stream that continues the trends of less
printed paper and lighter-weight 
packaging.

The EPA report, “Municipal Solid
Waste Generation, Recycling and Dis-
posal in the United States,” was
released in late February. 

“EPA’s statistics show that Ameri-
cans are disposing of less waste – about
4.38 pounds of waste per person per
day – continuing a decline that began in
2000,” said Sharon H. Kneiss, president
and CEO of Waste & Recycling, which
represents private sector companies
across all 50 states that collect, manage,
dispose and recycle waste.

Kneiss added that while waste
recovery rates dipped slightly to
260,000 tons, these statistics do not
necessarily mean that Americans are
recycling less.

“Part of the dip in recycling can be
attributed to our evolving waste
stream,” Kneiss said. “We’re generating
less printed material – newspapers,
office paper or magazines – as we shift
to a digital world. 

“Meanwhile, packaging recycling
has continued to climb – more than half
of all packaging is now recycled – and
this packaging is getting lighter and
greener as manufacturers seek to mini-
mize their environmental footprint,” she
said. “But the bottom line is that the
public can help increase the recycling
rate by getting the right materials in the
bin in the first place. It begins with the
bin.”

For a list of notable findings in the
report, view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.

PAPER FOIL
POLY FOIL
BARE FOIL

~ We also buy surplus rolls ~

CONNECTICUT
METAL INDUSTRIES

www.CTMetal.com

WE BUY FOIL
LAMINATES

203-736-0790
sales@ctmetal.com
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Building the best products on the market
for over 20 years.
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Supershear

The one
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ONLY!
Buy the
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Catalytic Removal Tool!

problems with local, state or EPA officials.
From my experience most owners want to
be compliant with laws concerning ground-
water contamination but for a variety of
reasons a lot of them aren’t. I think most
owners have good intentions when it comes
to keeping oil and gas off of the ground,”
said Kitchens. 

“A lot of owners I have spoken with
think the laws are unreasonable and local
laws seem to vary a lot from one municipal-
ity to another. Compliance with local, state
and EPA regulations is a must if you are
going to stay in business, but I think for
many owners it is out of sight out of mind,
meaning that they are not overly concerned
about it until they get inspected.” 

Kitchens reported that some yards get
inspected very often and some almost never
get inspected. He has spoken with many
owners that have never been inspected, but
it seems that if a yard is inspected and vio-
lations are found they can be assured of
future inspections. A good initial inspection
will greatly reduce the chances of having
more frequent inspections. Most inspectors
like to move on to other yards that are hav-
ing problems. 

“I don’t have specific numbers con-
cerning fines, but I have had customers tell
me that they have been significant,”

Kitchens continued. “Not only do they have
to deal with the EPA concerning the fine,
but they have to pay for the cleanup. A lot
of times they can negotiate with the EPA
concerning the amount of the fine, but they
are not usually in a position to make a good
deal with the company hired to do the
cleanup. In most cases the soil will have to
be removed and tested until no contami-
nates are found. This can be very costly and
unnerving, and it is all preventable. Pur-
chasing a professionally produced fluid
removal system is the best investment an
owner can make. He is keeping his property
clean, and he will keep the inspectors
happy.” 

Frank Lobascio, managing partner at
Armor Metals & Recycling in Pennsauken,
New Jersey, voiced his experience with
NJDEP regarding his 6.5 acre facility that
employs 16 workers. “We didn’t have to get
the original stormwater permit because
when we purchased the business that had
already been done. Some of our stormwater
runs into the Pennsauken municipal system,
but not our metal handling area which is
mostly number-one prepared and unpre-
pared plate and structural light iron. All
other metals are brought indoors. Our out-
door metal handling area was specially
designed as a self-sustaining stormwater
system. It’s paved with crushed stone in the
ground to absorb stormwater.” 

“NJDEP is coming again this spring
for an inspection of our stormwater runoff,”
Lobascio continued. “They are very tough
on that. As we’ve gone along we’ve made
sure to keep up with what needs to be done.
NJDEP has already done one inspection,
but it was inconclusive because we are in
the process of changing property owner-
ship. Because of a change of ownership
we’ve already gone through Phase 1 and 2
permitting. All they found on different parts
of our property was arsenic from years ago
because this was all farmland and arsenic
was contained in pesticides. They’ve found
arsenic on all the properties around here.” 

“You know how the government is.
You never know when they are going to
wake up with a new idea. Anybody who
sets up a business in this state is insane. I’m
talking about any kind of business. I rent
out properties for all different kinds of busi-
ness. It’s getting to the point where, who
wants to go through this? Then, there are
the fines that you can incur. Every day you
are afraid to open up an envelope from the
government. You are trying to do the right
thing but they are making so many different
laws in so many different directions, you
can’t keep up. I’m afraid to even think
about the potential size of fines if they do
find something.” 

There’s no question that more com-
plex and demanding stormwater regula-
tions mean more work and increased
costs for metal and auto recyclers, espe-
cially smaller businesses with strained
personnel or cash reserves to deal with
these issues. It appears to be a case of if
we want clean water; we have to pay the
price as a society, or even a greater price
if a scrap metal or auto recycler, consid-
ering the high costs of compliance, fines
and remediation.

STANDARD FEATURES

The
lightweight

alternative
for

hauling scrap!

www.maurermfg.com
888-274-6010

Gondola
Trailer

•  Choice of 4’, 5’, 6’ or 8’ side walls
•  22.5k tandem axles with one
   axle ABS brake
•  Three-leaf, heavy duty, spring
   suspension, closed tandem
•  Two-speed landing gear
•  Sealed wiring system designed for
   Maurer by Trucklite
•  Phosphate washed for
   superior adhesion
•  All exterior mating surfaces are 
   caulked prior to paint 
•  Diamond Vogel polyurethane
   primer and paint 
•  D.O.T. approved conspicuity tape
   and rubber mounted lights
•  Anti-sail mud flaps
•  Manifest holder

Trailersavailable withHARDOX®450

Stormwater
■Continued from Page 4

Dogs think, “Humans are benevolent,
they feed me and take care of me, so they
must be gods.” Cats think, “Humans are
benevolent, they feed me and take care
of me, so I must be a god.” 
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www.mallinbros.com • 816-483-1800 • Kansas City, MO

86th

Insulated Aluminum • ACSR • URD • Insulated Copper

Larry G. Mallin & Jeffrey K. Mallin 380 Sierra 
Shear/Baler/Logger 
Price: $129,000

Equipment at GREAT Prices!Equipment at GREAT Prices!

  
Call Today Before
everything’s Gone!

2009 Hammel 950 DK
Price: $399,000

Powerscreen 830 Trommell
Price: $69,000

A+ E-Z Crusher with Remote
Price: $55,000

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

Vermont biomass power
plant denied approval 

In a final decision reached on the
fate of the 35 MW North Springfield
Sustainable Energy biomass plant pro-
posed in Vermont, the Vermont Public
Service Board (PSB) denied the plant a
certificate of public good, stating that
the project would interfere with the
State’s ability to meet statutory goals for
reducing greenhouse gases “as a result
of the large annual releases of green-
house gases that would result from com-
bustion of the wood fuel.”

“This is an important decision for
the state of Vermont, and nationally”,
said Mary Booth, director of the Partner-
ship for Policy Integrity, an organization
that helped the citizen opponents, the
North Springfield Action Group, contest
the facility in front of the PSB. “When
policymakers see that bioenergy
involves harvesting forests and burning
the wood in low-efficiency power plants,
they conclude that large-scale bioenergy
isn’t compatible with greenhouse gas
reduction goals.”

The 35 MW plant would have
burned 450,000 tons of wood a year,
most of which would have been sourced
from whole-tree harvesting. Carbon
dioxide emissions would have been over
445,000 tons per year. While the devel-

oper claimed there would be a green-
house gas benefit, they testified they had
not actually done any analysis to demon-
strate a reduction in emissions.

Vermont has established a statutory
goal of reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions 50 percent from 1990 levels by
2028.

While the biomass project planned
to use some thermal energy to provide
heat for businesses in the industrial park
where it was to be located, the plant’s
peak efficiency still would have been
around 28 percent. The average effi-
ciency of the U.S. coal fleet is 33 
percent.

The PSB concluded that “the evi-
dentiary record supports a finding that
the project would release as much as
448,714 tons of CO2e per year, and that
sequestration of those greenhouse gases
would not occur until future years, pos-
sibly not for decades, and would not
occur at all in the case of forest-regener-
ation failures.”

The PSB also found insufficient evi-
dence that the project was needed, stat-
ing that it would be more cost effective
to do energy conservation, efficiency
and load-management measures.

CNG fueling station opens
for Denver’s garbage fleet

TruStar Energy has opened Den-
ver’s first compressed natural gas (CNG)
fueling station – a station that will pro-
vide fuel to Denver’s current fleet of
seven CNG garbage trucks. The city
plans over the next several years to sig-
nificantly increase the number of CNG
vehicles which will fuel at the station.

The station has the capacity of fuel-
ing 136 vehicles simultaneously – which
will support Denver’s vehicle migration
plan over the next several years.

The Denver station is Trustar
Energy’s third project in Colorado – and
continues to grow the White Plains-
based company’s infrastructure footprint
in the U.S. and Canada. 

“Converting from diesel to CNG is
a game changer for enhancing the prof-
itability of transportation operations,”
said TruStar Energy president, Adam

Comora. “Fuel savings of 40 to 50 per-
cent create significant value for fleet
operators and their partners. Natural gas
is better for the environment, better for
domestic energy independence and bet-
ter for the bottom line – truly a win-win-
win solution.”

TruStar Energy has historically
focused on constructing “behind the
fence” private stations like the one just
finished for the City of Denver. Over the
past few years it has built approximately
60 such stations in the U.S. TruStar
Energy has recently expanded out to
build owned and public/private fueling
stations.

TruStar Energy has the capability of
building 40 CNG stations per year and
expects to double that capacity over the
next few years. 

First Wind surpasses projected growth
First Wind, an independent U.S.-

based renewable energy company, has
achieved record growth in 2013 by
securing commitments for some 750
MW in new renewable energy projects. 

At the start of 2013, following the
extension of the federal tax credits, First
Wind announced that it planned to
increase its operating portfolio of wind
projects by 50 percent. By adding nearly
600 MW in planned new wind projects
to the company’s 1,000 MW operating

portfolio, First Wind was able to surpass
those projections. In addition, the com-
pany has added solar power to its portfo-
lio, and will complete 17 MW (AC) of
solar projects by the summer and has
another 150 MW of solar projects in late
stages of development.

For a recap of some of the notable
highlights, view this article on
www.AmericanRecycler.com.

A man spoke frantically into the phone, “My wife is pregnant, and her contrac-
tions are only two minutes apart!” “Is this her first child?” the doctor asked. “No,
you idiot,” the man shouted. “This is her husband!” 
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NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Copper Wire Stripper

Model CWS-1

GLASS
Study identifies optimized
recycling and recovery
model for containers

A stronger network of recycling
depots and curbside collection pro-
grams will yield increased rates of recy-
cling and material recovery of beverage
containers, according to the major find-
ings of a new study commissioned in
part by the Glass Packaging Institute
(GPI).

The study was designed to provide
decision makers with information on the
total costs for various beverage container
redemption approaches. Resource Recy-
cling Systems (RRS), a consulting firm
in the solid waste and recycling fields,
prepared the study.

The researchers examined different
scenarios for a redemption system that is
both cost-effective and works collabora-
tively with other collection systems,
including curbside recycling.

RRS gathered and evaluated data
from various existing curbside and
redemption programs to develop recom-
mendations for an “Optimized Bottle
Bill” (OBB) system that includes the
following elements:

•A network of convenient container
recycling depots, in addition to retail
locations, where consumers can redeem
their containers.

•A provision to compensate curb-
side collection programs and/or material
recovery facilities to keep them cost
neutral.

•Retention of the unclaimed
deposits and the material values within
the system to create a sustainable fund-
ing mechanism.

Key findings of the study include:
•OBB systems result in increased

recovery of materials: OBBs are esti-
mated to increase statewide recovery by
at least 11 percent over a comprehensive
single stream system and recovery of
bottle bill materials by 162 percent.

•OBB systems offer cost comparative
structures: OBBs can be comparable in
cost to single stream if material revenues
are kept by the operator, and in some cases
even if unredeemed deposits are not kept
in the system.

•Redemption centers reduce pres-
sure on retailers: Redemption centers
reduce the material returned to retail by
an estimated 50 to 80 percent depending
upon population density.

•OBB systems employ sustainable
funding mechanisms: If unredeemed
deposits are reinvested into the recycling
infrastructure, then OBBs may increase
recovery while also creating a sustain-
able funding source for recycling.

When glass plants can increase the
levels of postconsumer glass as part of
the overall batch mix, they can reduce
furnace temperatures, resulting in
reduced energy use and lower green-
house gas emissions. 

REDUCE DISPOSAL COSTS WITH
THE ENCON MVC EVAPORATOR

ENCON Evaporators
1368 Hooksett Road
Hooksett, NH 03106
603-624-5110
www.evaporator.com

NEW MAINTENANCE-FREE S&H
CIRCULATORS BY ARMSTRONG

Armstrong Fluid Technology has announced the
introduction of Maintenance-Free (MF) versions of its
popular S&H Circulator line and the Seal Bearing
Assemblies (SBA) used to service them. The tradi-
tional sleeve bearing designs used in this style of cir-
culator require periodic oiling. The maintenance-free
S&H Circulators eliminate the need for oiling. The new
MF S&H line will be offered as an additional option
alongside the traditional sleeve bearing designs. 

Armstrong SBAs are also compatible with many
competing circulator models that require maintenance. 

Armstrong Fluid Tech.
23 Bertrand Avenue
Toronto, Canada, M1L 2P3
416-755-2291
www.armstrongfluidtechnology.com

ENCON Evaporators has debuted the Generation 3
MVC Evaporator. It uses Mechanical Vapor Recom-
pression Technology to drastically reduce costs asso-
ciated with wastewater disposal. Available in standard
capacities ranging from 40 gallons per hour up to
4,000 gallons per hour (larger custom systems avail-
able), the MVC Evaporator can simultaneously
process multiple waste streams and yield a distilled
water product at a fraction of the cost of other disposal
methods. If your waste stream is substantially water
(70 to 99 percent), it is likely to be an excellent appli-
cation for the ENCON MVC Evaporator.

AMERI-SHRED DEBUTS AUTO
PAPER FEED SYSTEM

Ameri-Shred introduces the new PMS-2A paper
metering/feed system. Until now, conveyor fed shred-
ders in the 15 to 40 hp range required constant man-
ual feeding. With the PMS-2A auto feed, productivity is
increased while freeing personnel for other tasks. 

Features include: large receiving hopper; dual slider
bed conveyors featuring several belt choices; variable
speed controller for each conveyor; adjustable meter-
ing drum to help maintain a consistent flow; and, a
photo eye controller. Although designed for the Ameri-
Shred Shredders, the PMS-2A can be used with most
any conveyor fed shredder. 

Ameri-Shred Corp
3490 US 23 North
Alpena, MI 49707
800-634-8981
www.ameri-shred.com

PETERSON INTRODUCES THE
5710D HORIZONTAL GRINDER

The 5710D is powered by a Tier IVi Caterpillar C27
engine making 1,050 hp. At 88,500 lbs. the 5710D
was designed for operations that require frequent
moves between jobs without a special permit. The
5710D is easily moved, and sets up within minutes.

With a feed opening of 60” x 40” combined with
Peterson’s high lift feed roll, the 5710D can readily
reduce a wide range of material including stumps. The
5710D offers one mode for consistent sizing, and a
second for primary reduction where accurate sizing is
less critical.

Peterson Pacific Corp.
29408 Airport Road
Eugene OR 97402
541-689-6520
www.petersoncorp.com

MOLEY RELEASES CLAW MAGNET
2-IN-1 TOOL SOLUTION

The Moley Claw Magnet, a fully enclosed hydraulic
scrap magnet with two sets of claws, is a robust,
heavy duty magnet ideally suited for the demolition
and scrap industry. 

The Moley Claw Magnet offers easy installation,
comes in various sizes (32” to 60”) and it is simple to
hook-up and go. Extended scraping claws are
included along with the powerful and efficient magnet.
These claws will loosen up dirt, gravel and other
debris allowing access to metal pieces. 

Moley Magnetics, Inc.
4922 IDA Park Drive
Lockport, NY 14094
716-434-4023
www.moleymagneticsinc.com
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Ship!Ship!

877-SAS-FORK
(877-727-3675)

877-SAS-FORK877-SAS-FORK
(877-727-3675)(877-727-3675)

www.sasforkssasforks.com

FORKSSAS
e   n  g  i   n   e  e  r  e   d      t  o  u  g   h

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
@SASFORKS

Paul@sasforks.com
Adam@sasforks.com

E-mail:

SAS
EXTREME
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PROCESSOR

SASSAS
EXTREMEEXTREME
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PROCESSORPROCESSOR
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GLASS
Safelite AutoGlass recycled
over 1 million windshields

Safelite AutoGlass recycled more
than one million windshields in 2013,
saving tons of waste from the landfill.

Windshields are not commonly
recycled because they are made from
laminated glass, which is created using
two sheets of glass with a clear resin
interlay called Polyvinyl Butyral
between. The resin interlay keeps the
glass together when damaged, but it is
also difficult to separate the glass and
inner plastic layers and re-purpose the
PVB. Additionally, the logistics of
returning windshields to a recycling
plant are challenging.

However, in 2012, Safelite Auto-
Glass implemented its windshield recy-

cling program thanks to a partnership
with Shark Glass Recycling North
America.

With Shark’s patented technology,
the laminated glass from Safelite’s cus-
tomers is processed through the crusher,
which separates the glass from PVB.
Approximately 90 percent becomes
“glass cullet,” which can then be recy-
cled into a number of new products
including fiberglass insulation, while
approximately 7 percent becomes PVB
scrap, which is reprocessed into pellets
and recycled into a number of new prod-
ucts, such as carpet backing, paint and
primer, and other plastic products. 

Award submissions accepted
The Glass Packaging Institute (GPI)

officially opened the Call for Entries for
the organization’s 2014 Clear Choice
Awards. The entry deadline to submit
works for consideration is September 7,
2014.

Each year, the awards program hon-
ors industry excellence by recognizing
new glass packages that demonstrate the
highest quality in terms of innovation,
package design, and shelf impact. Entries
for the awards are judged by a panel of
judges, including members of the glass
container industry, media and academia,
who have an eye for aesthetics, and a clear
vision for the future of glass packaging.
This year’s competition will also feature a

People’s Choice Award, allowing contest-
ants to showcase their products to larger
audiences.    

Winners will be announced at PACK
EXPO, an industry trade show, which will
take place in November 2014. Winning
products will also be displayed at the
event, giving winners the opportunity to
present their best work to top industry rep-
resentatives.  

The Clear Choice Awards winners
receive benefit from industry-wide recog-
nition and brand-building promotion.

For additional information,
view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.



Excellent condition with only 2,500 hours.                                      $425,000
2010 SIERRA 500SL SHEAR LOGGER BALER

17,000 hours, good working condition.                                              $80,000

2002 FUCHS MHL 350

Equipped with a 5-tine grapple and 48” magnet. Almost NEW with only 
200 hours and grapple never used.                                                    $310,000

2011 FUCHS MHL335
In great operating condition.                                                                  $99,000

2003 CATERPILLAR 330C

New Shredder, ready for 
immediate delivery. Rated 
70-90 metric tons per hour,                         
ferrous output at 3,000 hp.

NEW 3,000 HP SCHORCH 
MOTOR ALSO AVAILABLE.

Equipment includes the following 
components and subsystems:

• Infeed conveyor system    

• Double Feed Roll System

• Feed Chute    

• Springs for vibration damping

• Shredder Box
• Shredder Rotor 
  (capped disk with bearings & housings)

• Shredder drive turbo coupling system

• Drive shaft and couplings

• Under Mill Oscillator

• Pin Puller System with Platform

• Shredder Hydraulic System

NEW Hoffmann
Auto Shredder

87 x 106

Good condition. 471 Detroit motor.                                                       $42,900
1989 MAC CAR CRUSHER

Rebuilt like new.              $110,000

2005 LABOUNTY MSD4500R ROTATING SHEAR

1999 Sierra 500 ton shear/logger/baler.                                           $127,500
1999 SIERRA 500T SHEAR/LOGGER/BALER

1,500 hp EMD Diesel power complete shredding system and spare 
parts. Great price!  Call for all the details, see it running.            $750,000

WILLIAMS 60 X 60 METAL SHREDDER

4,200 hours. Good condition, great price!                                        $265,000
2010 AL-JON 580CL CAR LOGGER

GOOD condition.  $98,500  
1996 AL-JON 400 METAL BALER

System is built, 
warehoused and 

ready for delivery!



2011 Hitachi 225LC with 2012 Genesis GXP300R shear.              $196,000

2011 HITACHI 225LC W/SHEAR

16,665 hours. Engine replaced 11,766 hours.                                 $215,000
2007 SENNEBOGEN 850M  W/ GENSET

2,300 hours, very good condition.                                                      $115,000
2006 EZ METAL BALER

2,750 hours. Includes Lincoln Quik Lube.                                         $275,000
2008 ELECTRIC AL-JON 400XL BALER

Koehring 6630 SK material handler with 15kW hydraulically driven 
genset.  8.3 Cummins power.                                                                 $47,500

KOEHRING 6630 SK MATERIAL HANDLER

DADE Capital Corp.

800-823-9688
Perrysburg, OH

GREAT RATES!

Visit www.DADECapital.com
for more photos 

and other available equipment.

Completely rebuilt by dealer. Very nice shear at a very good price.  
$68,000

2000 GENESIS GMS 400 SHEAR

Great price! Recently painted and reworked.                                     $70,000
1988 AL-JON 400 METAL BALER

5,000 hours on new motor.                                                                   $215,000
2005 SENNEBOGEN 850M

7,600 hours. Good condition and immediately available.           $195,000
2006 AL-JON 400 XL METAL BALER

DEALER FINANCING
NEW EQUIPMENT FINANCING
USED EQUIPMENT FINANCING

PRIVATE SALE FINANCING

Good condition. Fresh motor and main pump.                               $155,000
2002 FUCHS MHL 360
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METALS

FeMet selects grant recipients
The Association for Iron & Steel

Technology Foundation’s Ferrous Metal-
lurgy Education Today (FeMET) Initia-
tive’s goal is to increase the number of
students studying metallurgy and materi-
als science in North America and to
increase the number of such students
electing to pursue careers in the iron and
steel industry upon graduation.

The FeMET Curriculum Develop-
ment Program is one component of this
initiative whereby professors of ferrous
metallurgy or materials science pro-
grams at North American universities
are challenged to submit proposals to
update and enhance industry-related cur-
riculum. Each grant recipient receives up
to $25,000 over a 5 year period.

The following professors have been
awarded a FeMET Curriculum Develop-
ment Grant for 2013–2014: 

•Randy J. Bowers, Ph.D., University
of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada. 

•Joseph P. Domblesky, Ph.D., Mar-
quette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

•Alan P. Druschitz, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University,
Blacksburg, Virginia. 

•Kyle G. Gipson, James Madison
University, Harrisonburg, Virginia.
(sponsored by Steel Dynamics Inc. –
Roanoke Bar Division). 

•S. Komar Kawatra, Ph.D., 
Michigan Technological University,
Houghton, Michigan. 

• Marian Kennedy, Ph.D., Clemson
University, Clemson, South Carolina. 

•John A. Nychka, Ph.D., University
of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada. 

• Robert B. Tuttle, Saginaw Valley
State University, University Center,
Michigan. 

Since its inception in 2005, the
FeMET Initiative has awarded
approximately $2 million. New propos-
als for the FeMET Curriculum
Development Program’s 2014–2015
academic year will be accepted until
June 30, 2014.

Severstal sees increase in
auto body sheet production

In 2013 OAO Severstal achieved
maximum volumes of shipments from
its hot-dip-galvanizing line. In 2013
Severstal increased production of auto-
motive body sheet by 44 percent com-
pared with 2012, with an output of
around 95 thousand tons.

In 2013, more than 86 percent of
Severstal’s total shipments of hot-dip-
galvanized automotive body sheet was
delivered to international companies
operating in Russia. Overall Severstal
delivered 82 thousand tons of hot-dip-
galvanized sheet to international compa-
nies operating in Russia and the CIS.

The increased production was
attributed to the successful development

of a required range of products and the
expansion of rolled steel processing joint
venture companies supplying prefabri-
cated parts to international automotive
companies. The hot-dip-galvanizing line
currently produces more than 50 grades
of hot-dip-galvanized steel sheet, several
of which are produced exclusively by
the Cherepovets Steel Mill.

Severstal also supplies international
automotive companies with cold-rolled,
hot-rolled and hot-rolled-etched sheet.
Severstal delivered a total of 126 thou-
sand tons of steel products to interna-
tional automotive companies operating
in Russia in 2013.

Timken registers spinoff business 
The Timken Company disclosed that

TimkenSteel Corporation, its newly
formed subsidiary which will hold the
company’s steel business, has filed an ini-
tial Form 10 Registration Statement with
the U. S. Securities and Exchange Com-
mission. The filing relates to the previ-
ously announced plan to pursue a spinoff
of The Timken Company’s steel business
into an independent publicly traded com-
pany. Upon completion of the spinoff,
TimkenSteel will be North America’s only
focused special bar quality steelmaker,
with annual revenues of approximately
$1.4 billion based on 2013 segment sales. 

“Filing the initial Form 10 is a signif-
icant milestone in the process of establish-

ing TimkenSteel as a stand-alone publicly
traded company,” said James W. Griffith,
president and chief executive officer. “The
Form 10 offers current shareholders and
future investors a first look at Timken-
Steel, its business model and markets. 

Timken expects the spinoff to be tax-
free to shareholders, with TimkenSteel
common shares listed on the New York
Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol
TMST.  

Completion of the transaction
requires further work on structure, man-
agement, governance and other matters,
and is subject to customary conditions and
final approval of The Timken Company’s
board of directors. 

Armco Metals Holdings and Mitsui
& Co. enter into steel agreement

Armco Metals Holdings, Inc. dis-
closed that its Armco Renewable Metals,
Inc. subsidiary has entered into a steel
scrap supply agreement with Mitsui & Co.
Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsui
& Co., Ltd. 

Under the terms of the agreement,
Armco will serve as Mitsui’s vendor for
sourcing, processing and supplying scrap

metals with various specifications and
standards. Mistui has also agreed to
advance payment for the joint purchase of
raw materials and complete final purchase
of the steel scrap upon completion of pro-
cessing services. This purchasing business
model for Armco is designed to better
enforce its supply agreements with cus-
tomers and lower business risk. 



Based on preliminary Census
Bureau data, the American Iron and
Steel Institute (AISI) reported that the
U.S. imported a total of 3,172,000 net
tons (NT) of steel in January 2014,
including 2,409,000 NT of finished steel
(up 26.6 percent and 27.5 percent,
respectively, vs. December final data).
Year-to-date (YTD) total and finished
steel imports are 3,172,000 and
2,409,000 NT, respectively, up 21 per-
cent and 12 percent respectively, vs.
2013. Finished steel import market share
was an estimated 26 percent in January.

Key finished steel products with a
significant import increase in January
compared to December 2013 are rein-
forcing bars (up 168 percent), wire rods
(up 145 percent), sheet and strip all
other metallic coatings (up 115 percent),
oil country goods (up 58 percent), plates
in coils (up 39 percent), sheets and strip
galvanized hot dipped (up 38 percent),

cold rolled sheets (up 23 percent) and
hot rolled sheets (up 11 percent).

In January, the largest volumes of
finished steel imports were from South
Korea (429,000 NT, up 43 percent vs.

December final), Turkey (200,000 NT,
up 341 percent), China (191,000 NT, up
33 percent), Japan (159,000 NT, up 6
percent) and Taiwan (102,000 NT, up
127 percent).
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DISCLAIMER: American Recycler (AR) collects pricing and other information from experienced buyers, sellers and facilitators of scrap metal transactions
throughout the industry. All figures are believed to be reliable and represent approximate pricing based on information obtained by AR (if applicable) prior to
publication. Factors such as grades, quality, volumes and other considerations will invariably affect actual transaction prices. Figures shown may not be con-
sistent with pricing for commodities associated with a futures market. While the objective is to provide credible information, there is always a chance for human
error or unforeseen circumstances leading to error or omission. As such, AR is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided,
or for outcomes arising from use of this information. American Recycler disclaims any liability to any person or entity for loss or damage resulting from errors
or omissions, including those resulting from negligence of AR, its employees, agents or other representatives.

Commodity Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5
#1 Bushelings per gross ton $280.00 $290.00 $300.00 $310.00 $358.00
#1 Bundles per gross ton 280.00 290.00 300.00 300.00 365.00
Plate and Structural per gross ton 275.00 285.00 318.00 349.00 380.00
#1 & 2 Mixed Steel per gross ton 274.00 285.00 310.00 340.00 355.00
Shredder Bundles (t in) per gross ton 260.00 250.00 245.00 290.00 300.00
Crushed Auto Bodies per gross ton 260.00 250.00 245.00 290.00 300.00
Steel Turnings per gross ton 179.00 180.00 187.00 185.00 249.00
#1 Copper per pound 2.86 2.79 2.80 2.70 2.85
#2 Copper per pound 2.70 2.65 2.69 2.58 2.65
Aluminum Cans per pound .57 .58 .64 .68 .70
Auto Radiators per pound 2.09 1.95 1.94 1.98 2.10
Aluminum Core Radiators per pound .61 .59 .61 .66 .68
Heater Cores per pound 1.70 1.60 1.55 1.49 1.69
Stainless Steel per pound .58 .56 .60 .63 .71
All prices are expressed in USD. Printed as a reader service only.

MAGNETS
for RECYCLING: MRF, WTE, TDF, MSW,

C&D, E-WASTE & CRUSHED CONCRETE

CALL US
LAST!

561-750-8662
info@globalmagne�cs.com
www.globalmagne�cs.com

CROSSBELT • IN-LINE • PULLEY
STATIONARY SUSPENSION • DRUMS

ELECTRO • PERMANENT • RARE EARTH

Top Quality • Compe��ve Pricing • Short Lead Times 
Sizes Available for all Magnet Types • Many Sizes in Stock

866-804-3829
www.arpiusa.com

Patented cam design gives two models to choose from!

RES
14awg,

up to 600mcm

COMC
16awg,

up to 250mcm

Pat

Strip single or multiple plastic-coated electrical wire
SAFELY, ECONOMICALLY and EASILY

ttwoo mmoodddeells tto cchhoooossee fffrroomm!!teenntteeddd ccaamm dddeessiiggnn ggiivees tt

SAFELY, ECONOMICALLY and EASILY
WITH
OUR

PROCESSES up to 4,200 FEET PER HOUR!

METALS

U.S. IMPORTS OF FINISHED STEEL MILL PRODUCTS 
BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN (Thousands of Net Tons)

SOUTH KOREA
TURKEY
CHINA
JAPAN
TAIWAN
RUSSIA
GERMANY
All Others
TOTAL

JAN
2014
429
200
191
159
102

83
75

1,169
2,409

DEC
2013
300

45
143
151

45
23
94

1,088
1,889

2014
Annual (est)

5,152
2,403
2,287
1,911
1,224

994
903

14,032
28,906

2013
Annual
3,718
1,204
1,898
1,894

762
241

1,112
13,997
24,826

% Change 2013
Annual vs. 2012

38.6%
99.5%
20.5%

.7%
60.8%

312.8%
-18.7%

.3%
16.4%

Steel imports increase 27 percent 

Based on the Commerce Depart-
ment’s most recent Steel Import Monitor-
ing and Analysis data, the American Iron
and Steel Institute reported that steel
import permit applications for the month
of January total 3,080,000 net tons (NT).
This was a 19 percent increase from the
2,582,000 permit tons recorded in Decem-
ber and 23 percent increase from the
December preliminary imports total of
2,502,000 NT. Import permit tonnage for
finished steel in January was 2,414,000, up
28 percent from the preliminary imports
total of 1,884,000 in December. The esti-
mated finished steel import market share
in January was 26 percent.

Finished steel imports with large
increases in January permits versus the
December preliminary included reinforc-
ing bars (up 165 percent), wire rods (up
151 percent), sheets and strip all other
metallic coatings (up 115 percent), plates
in coils (up 57 percent), oil country goods
(up 36 percent) and sheet and strip galva-
nized hot dipped (up 30 percent).

In January, the largest finished steel
import permit applications for offshore
countries were for South Korea (387,000
NT, up 29 percent from December prelim-
inary), China (199,000 NT up 39 percent),
Japan (179,000 NT, up 22 percent), Turkey
(172,000 NT, up 280 percent) and The
Netherlands (99,000 NT, up 63 percent).

Import permit
applications
up in January

The board of directors of Nucor
Corporation declared the regular quar-
terly cash dividend of $0.37 per share on
Nucor’s common stock. 

This cash dividend is payable on
May 12, 2014, to stockholders of
record on March 31, 2014, and is
Nucor’s 164th consecutive quarterly
cash dividend.

Nucor declares
cash dividend
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WOOD SHEARS
EXCAVATOR STUMPERS
LOG FORKS with CLAMP

PIPE-n-POLE FORKS 
MILL YARD FORKS

GRAPPLES

PembertonInc.com

ATTACHMENTS
                      for ORGANIC WASTE 

800-393-6688

GRAPPLES

AUTOMOTIVE
EPA sets cleaner standards 

Based on extensive input from the
public and a broad range of stakeholders,
including public health groups, auto man-
ufacturers, refiners and states, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
has finalized emission standards for cars
and gasoline in an attempt to significantly
reduce harmful pollution while also
enabling efficiency improvements in the
cars and trucks we drive. These cleaner
fuel and car standards are an important
component of the administration’s national
program for clean cars and trucks, which
also include historic fuel efficiency stan-
dards that are saving new vehicle owners
at the gas pump. Once fully in place, the
EPA predicts that the new standards will
help avoid up to 2,000 premature deaths
per year and 50,000 cases of respiratory
ailments in children.

The final standards will quickly and
effectively cut harmful soot, smog and
toxic emissions from cars and trucks. The
Obama Administration’s actions to
improve fuel economy and reduce green-
house gases from these same vehicles will
also result in average fuel savings of more
than $8,000 by 2025 over a vehicle’s life-
time. The fuel economy and greenhouse
gas standards covering model year vehi-
cles from 2012-2025 are projected to save
American families more than $1.7 trillion
in fuel costs.

The standards slash emissions of a
range of harmful pollutants that can cause
premature death and respiratory illnesses,
reducing standards for smog-forming
volatile organic compounds and nitrogen
oxides by 80 percent, establishing a 70
percent tighter particulate matter standard
and virtually eliminating fuel vapor emis-
sions. These standards will also reduce
vehicle emissions of toxic air pollutants,
such as benzene by up to 30 percent.

The final fuel standards will reduce
gasoline sulfur levels by more than 60 per-
cent – down from 30 to 10 parts per mil-
lion in 2017. Reducing sulfur in gasoline
enables vehicle emission control technolo-
gies to perform more efficiently. New low-
sulfur gas will provide significant and
immediate health benefits because every

gas-powered vehicle on the road built prior
to these standards will run cleaner – cut-
ting smog-forming NOx emissions by
260,000 tons in 2018.

The Tier 3 standards cut tailpipe pol-
lution where people live and breathe –
reducing harmful emissions along the
streets and roadways that run through
neighborhoods and near schools. By 2018,
EPA estimates the cleaner fuels and cars
program will annually prevent between
225 and 610 premature deaths, signifi-
cantly reduce ambient concentrations of
ozone and reduce nitrogen oxide emis-
sions by about 260,000 tons. That is about
10 percent of emissions from on-highway
vehicles, with those reductions reaching
25 percent (330,000 tons) by 2030.

By 2030, EPA estimates that up to
2,000 premature deaths, 50,000 cases of
respiratory ailments in children, 2,200
hospital admissions and asthma-related
emergency room visits, and 1.4 million
lost school days, work days and days when
activities would be restricted due to air
pollution. Total health-related benefits in
2030 will be between $6.7 and $19 billion
annually. The program will also reduce
exposure to pollution near roads. More
than 50 million people live, work or go to
school in close proximity to high-traffic
roadways, and the average American
spends more than one hour traveling along
roads each day.

The final standards are expected to
provide up to $13 in health benefits for
every dollar spent to meet the standards,
more than was estimated for the proposal.
The sulfur standards are projected to cost
less than $.01 per gallon of gasoline on
average once the standards are fully in
place. The vehicle standards will have an
estimated average cost of about $72 per
vehicle in 2025. The standards support
efforts by states to reduce harmful levels
of smog and soot and aids their ability to
attain and maintain science-based national
ambient air quality standards to protect
public health, while also providing flexi-
bilities for small businesses, including
hardship provisions and additional lead
time for compliance.

PLASTICS

Social sharing to increase
recycling of plastic wraps

In an effort to educate more con-
sumers about the ease of recycling flexi-
ble plastic wraps, the American
Chemistry Council’s (ACC) Flexible
Film Recycling Group (FFRG) launched
a new social media campaign to help
spread the word about the many types of
flexible film that can now be recycled at
major grocery and retail stores across
the U.S. 

The campaign, the Wrap Recycling
Action Program (WRAP) Social Sharing
Initiative, is designed to encourage Face-
book users to share information about
recycling flexible plastic packaging. Par-
ticipants will be rewarded with a chance
to win a $50 gift card. There are two
ways to win. 

Help us share the “how to” 
message 

Facebook users can visit Recycle
Your Plastics on Facebook  to like the
page and share the flexible film recy-
cling post to help their Facebook friends
learn about all of the flexible plastic
wraps that now can be easily recycled at
local stores. Everyone who likes the
page and shares the post will be entered
into a sweepstakes for a chance to win a
$50 Amazon gift card. Two winners per
week will be selected at random over the
next six months. 

Show us how you recycle plastic
wraps

Facebook users also can upload
their own unique pictures via the WRAP
Social Picture Gallery to demonstrate
how they recycle flexible plastic wraps
or are educating others to do so. Two
winners per week will be selected at ran-
dom over the next six months. Please see
our Facebook page for official rules. 

Flexible film is a broad category of
packaging that includes a range of plas-
tic wraps, such as produce bags, bread
bags and overwraps from products
including beverage cases, paper towels,
napkins, bathroom tissue, diapers and
wipes. It also includes shipping pillows,
dry cleaning bags, and plastic shopping,
or “carrier,” bags. 

There are now more than 18,000
drop-off centers across the country that
collect used flexible plastics, located pri-
marily in major grocery and retail stores. 

More than one billion pounds of
flexible plastic wraps was recycled in
the U.S. in 2012, including used wraps
returned to local stores by consumers –
as well as commercial wraps recycled by
grocery and retail chains and other
industrial users. Today, a minimum of
over 70 percent of Americans have local
access to a recycling program.

Upon her engagement, a bride went to her mother and said, “I’ve found a man
just like father!” Her mother replied, “So what do you want from me, sympathy?” 
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Sonoco Display and Packaging
plant achieves landfill-free status

Sonoco Recycling, LLC, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Sonoco and one of
the largest packaging recyclers in North
America, disclosed that Sonoco Display
and Packaging’s Rural Hall, North Car-
olina facility has successfully diverted
over 99 percent of its waste from landfills. 

In September 2011, employees at
Sonoco’s Rural Hall fulfillment facility
formed Team Green to help focus on the
goal of achieving landfill-free status in two
years. This was a significant challenge for
a fulfillment facility whose material mix
frequently changes based on the current
customer and project running.

One of the major challenges for the
team was not only staying on top of the
fluctuating material mix but determining
the best outlet for each new recyclable
encountered. The team began its recycling
program by reviewing, monitoring and
restricting access to the dumpster. Com-
mon recycling areas were set up in produc-
tion and office areas, and employees were
encouraged to bring in their recyclables
from home. Once this was accomplished,
process and procedures were put into place
to help collect, distribute and assess new
recyclables as they were encountered.

“In just two years, Team Green was
able to divert over 99 percent of Rural
Hall’s waste through a mix of recycling,
reuse and waste-to-energy,” said Rodger
Fuller, group vice president, Paper and
Industrial Converted, North America. 

A strong component of Rural Hall’s
recycling program is the initiative to reuse

articles that aren’t easily recyclable. Many
old inventory items such as bags or boxes,
previously slated as waste, are now distrib-
uted among employees. This initiative also
includes items that can be reused by local
non-profit organizations. Used work
gloves are given to Goodwill, and scrap
bubble wrap and other items that were
once thrown away now benefit non-profit
educational programs within the commu-
nity. Used computers, printers and other
inventory items are donated to public
schools in need of supplies for art or 
learning.

To help further drive home the impor-
tance of recycling, an Employee Recycling
Account was setup to collect funds from
the newly formed waste streams. This
account is dumped at the end of the year
and is evenly split among all permanent
employees as a thank you for their partici-
pation in these recycling efforts. 

Created to recognize customer and
Sonoco facilities for achieving significant
milestones in landfill diversion and waste
stream reduction, the Sustainability Star
Award program is composed of three tiers:

•Gold Star Awards, which recognize
facilities that have achieved 99 percent
landfill diversion; 

•Silver Star Recognition, which is
awarded to facilities achieving 95 percent
landfill diversion; and 

•Bronze Awards, which recognize
facilities that have made significant waste
reduction achievements.

Airline utilizes recyclable
hot beverage cups

United Airlines has introduced a new, eco-friendly
coffee cup to its United Club beverage service on
United flights. The insulating InCycle® cup, manufac-
tured by MicroGREEN, is fully recyclable and made
from up to 50 percent recycled materials. The InCycle
cup will replace the non-recyclable Styrofoam hot
beverage cups the airline currently uses. 

Through MicroGREEN’s technology, four and a
half InCycle cups are made from a single recycled water bottle in a waterless, addi-
tive-free recycling process. The cup is also insulated, eliminating the need for a
sleeve.

United is reviewing its operational recycling efforts to find ways to reduce
waste and to increase recycling within its system. This includes a re-design of
United’s inflight recycling policy and procedures to simplify the process for flight
attendants, generate increased recycling volumes and minimize waste.

AF&PA releases paper reports
The American Forest & Paper Associ-

ation released its January U.S. paper
reports. 

Containerboard
Containerboard production increased

3.8 percent over December 2013 and was
essentially flat compared to the same
month last year. The month-over-month
average daily production also increased
3.8 percent. Shipments for January were
2,979.8 thousand tons representing 167.8
billion sq.ft. 

Boxboard
Total boxboard production increased

1.3 percent when compared to January
2013 and increased 1 percent from
December. Unbleached Kraft Boxboard
production decreased over the same month

last year but increased compared to
December. 

Kraft Paper
Total Kraft paper shipments were

128.2 thousand tons, 2.2 percent higher
compared to the prior month. Bleached
Kraft paper shipments were 51 percent
lower than the same month last year, while
unbleached Kraft paper shipments were
down 2.7 percent year-over-year. Total
month-end inventories increased 3.1 per-
cent compared to December 2013.

Printing-Writing Paper Report
Total printing-writing paper ship-

ments decreased eight percent in January
compared to January 2013, with decreases
in all four printing-writing grades.
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New York City Mayor de Blasio
appointed Kathryn Garcia as the 
city’s Department of Sanitation 
commissioner.

A native New Yorker, Garcia is cur-
rently the chief operating officer of the
New York City Department of Environ-
mental Protection (DEP), where she has
overseen the operations of the Bureaus
of Water Supply, Water and Sewer Oper-
ations, and Wastewater, with a combined
staff of 4,000 employees, a $540 million
expense budget, and a $1.9 billion 4 year
capital budget.

As head of day-to-day operations at
DEP, Garcia developed and managed
DEP’s performance program, H20Stat,
which significantly decreased DEP’s
response time to 311 complaints and
street repair requests, and developed a
number of DEP’s crisis management
plans, including the Continuity of Oper-
ations Plan and a Water Contamination
Response Plan.

Garcia came to the city’s DEP after
spending 10 years as vice president of
Appleseed, the non-profit consulting firm
and advocacy organization. At Appleseed,
Garcia specialized in economic develop-
ment strategies and urban planning,
working to ensure equity of access and
fair allocation of resources to schools and
neighborhoods across the city. Garcia
began her career as a policy analyst at the
New York City Department of Finance
and as a press officer at the Local Initia-
tives Support Corporation.

New York City names new
waste commissioner

Crushmaster Ltd., a manufacturer of
size reduction and processing equipment
for the waste to energy and biomass indus-
tries, disclosed that it will expand its oper-
ation into North America. 

Crushmaster is in the process of
opening a facility near Chicago, Illinois
which will stock machines and aftermar-
ket parts in addition to a material testing
center. The facility will be staffed with
personnel knowledgeable in the waste to
energy industry. 

Crushmaster to expand
into North America

Armstrong Fluid Technology has
disclosed that Wayne Rose has been pro-
moted to the position of global market-
ing manager – pumps. In his new role he
assumes responsibility for the marketing
of the Armstrong portfolio of pumps,
Suction Guides and Flo-Trex valves on a
worldwide basis, with particular empha-
sis on the company’s Design Envelop
pump models.

Rose has fulfilled a number of roles
at Armstrong since joining the company
15 years ago. Building on his experience
as a product manager, he progressed to
the role of marketing director with
responsibility for branding and commu-
nication, and most recently has been
responsible for manufacturing and tech-
nical services operations at Armstrong’s
factory in Manchester, United Kingdom
(UK). In his new role, reporting to Brent
Ross, global director of configured
building equipment, he will continue to
be a member of the UK leadership team,
whilst assuming his new international
role from his base in Manchester.

Armstrong Fluid names
global marketing manager

RiverRoad Waste Solutions Inc.
has appointed waste industry veteran
Stephen Coskery to the position of sen-
ior vice president of business develop-
ment. Coskery is the former vice
president of business development at
sister company FrontStreet Facility
Solutions Inc.

Prior to his involvement at
FrontStreet, Coskery was responsible
for strategic accounts in the food and
retail sector at Waste Management. He
was the leading revenue producer at
Waste Management, generating 70 per-
cent of the division’s sales and exceed-
ing $275 million in contracted revenue
in the 3 years prior to his departure. 

RiverRoad Waste appoints
new vice president

Hendrickson Specialty Products
Auxiliary Axle Systems and The God-
win Group have established a new part-
nership. In an effort to direct focus
towards its core competencies, The God-
win Group elected to phase out the Page
brand of suspensions. As a result, Hen-
drickson Auxiliary Axle Systems was
selected as the primary lift axle suspen-
sion supplier to The Godwin Group. 

Godwin Group is committed to serv-
icing their Page customers with replace-
ment parts and has made investments to
ensure this can be done for the next sev-
eral years.

Hendrickson Specialty
Products forms partnership

Newalta Corporation declared a quar-
terly cash dividend of $0.11 per common
share for the first quarter of 2014, payable
on April 15, 2014 to all shareholders of
record on March 31, 2014. The ex-divi-
dend date is March 27, 2014. 

Newalta’s dividend reinvestment
plan provides eligible shareholders with
the opportunity to reinvest their quar-
terly dividends to acquire additional
Newalta shares at a purchase price equal
to 95 percent of the average market
price. Newalta expects that the dividends
will be eligible dividends for income tax
purposes and thus qualify for the
enhanced gross-up and tax credit regime
for certain shareholders. 

Newalta declares quarterly
dividend

What is the longest word in the Eng-
lish language? SMILES – There is a mile
between the first and last letters! 



SSI Shredding Systems, Inc. 
www.ssiworld.com  |  sales@ssiworld.com  |  Tel: (503) 682-3633
Shredding everything including the kitchen sink at www.WatchItShred.com
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

Vortex has appointed Capack Pty.
Ltd. as the company’s exclusive repre-
sentative in South Africa, Lesotho,
Botswana, Swaziland, Namibia, Zim-
babwe, Mozambique, Zambia, Malawi,
Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, Mauritius and
Seychelles. Capack offers specialized
solutions for handling difficult dry bulk
solids materials in the chemical, food,
pharmaceutical, mineral, and mining
industries.

Capack also represents some of the
world’s top bulk handling equipment
solutions, including BFM Fittings, Soli-
mar, Matcon and Stiftex. 

Vortex names exclusive
agent in Africa

The Curbside Value Partnership
(CVP) has appointed Keefe Harrison as its
new executive director. Founding execu-
tive director Steve Thompson is retiring
after more than a decade of service with
CVP and almost 40 years in the recycling
industry.

Harrison comes to CVP with 15 years
of experience in the sustainability and
recycling industries. She has experience
working with trade associations and gov-
ernment. She most recently served as a
senior consultant for Resource Recycling
Systems and has also worked with the
Recycling Division of the North Carolina
Department of Environment and Natural
Resources.

Thompson has been the executive
director of CVP since its launch. His
leadership, integrity and extensive knowl-
edge of the industry helped create CVP
(beginning in 2003) and to build it to
become the leading national nonprofit
dedicated to helping communities grow
and sustain curbside recycling programs. 

Curbside Value Partnership
names executive director 

KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens
has hired Kyle LaCroix as a domestic
outside parts sales representative.

In his new position, LaCroix will
support authorized dealers in his terri-
tory with parts sales. 

LaCroix will begin covering his ter-
ritory in the third quarter once training is
concluded. 

KPI-JCI adds parts sales
representative

Novelis has appointed Manfred
Stanek to the position of vice president,
strategy, and chief commercial officer,
effective April 1, 2014. 

In this role, Stanek will be responsi-
ble for developing Novelis’ global strategy
and leading the commercial organizations
for the company’s automotive, can and
specialty products. He will report directly
to Phil Martens, Novelis president and
chief executive officer, and serve as a
member of the Novelis global operating
committee. He will be confirmed at the
next Novelis board of directors’ meeting.

Stanek joined Novelis in 2012 as
director, specialty products for South
America, and most recently served as vice
president, commercial and strategy, for the
region. 

Novelis appoints new vice
president
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WE ACCEPT CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, MASTERCARD, VISA and DISCOVER.

Classified
ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates

$65 for up to 50 words.
Add $1 each additional word.

Display Classifieds

Text Classifieds

$70 per column inch depth,
2.5” width.

Call

Fax

Visit

877-777-0043

419-931-0740

AmericanRecycler.com

To Place Your Ad

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE.

BUSINESS FOR SALE. We are a turnkey
recycling facility in the New England area.
We purchase ferrous and nonferrous met-
als. We have newer crusher/baling equip-
ment. We have high volume door accounts
and warehousing capability. We have
optional business rental opportunities and
are an Ideal feeder yard. Serious inquiries
only, pricing is negotiable. Inquires can be
sent to business4saleRI@gmail.com. 

Businesses

412.562.0891 tel
412.562.0892 fax

info@sternerconsulting.com

sternerconsulting.com

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

VALUATION & FUNDING PACKAGES

We do Business Valuations and Financial Proforma
Forecasting for all solid waste business or permit

activities.  If you are thinking about a transaction,
financing, or business succession... 

Call or email :

WHAT ARE YOU WORTH?

VERY PROFITABLE MICHIGAN BASED
SALVAGE YARD for sale near I-75 and I-
94 in a high traffic area with plenty of walk-
in sales and auto repair shop accounts.
Facility sells automotive and light truck,
foreign and domestic, new and used auto
parts and has six additional income
streams that provide service repairs, tow-
ing, licensed used car dealer and lot,
licensed used tire sales and metal recy-
cling just to name a few. Building comes
equipped with 5 car hoists, air compressor,
new tire machine, multi-bay garage, 5
work stations and an 8 line commercial
phone system. The building is massive
with a huge amount of indoor storage
space and includes a Sky-Trak loader and
an indoor Hi-lo. The fully equipped facility
has thousands of parts on shelf and inven-
toried on car-part.com. Facility also has
plenty of acreage and is completely paved
and fenced. This is a turn-key operation!
Owner is selling due to moving out of
state. Contact Paul Saad / Chris Monsour |
Signature Associates 248-948-9000

We offer waste and recycling
equipment service, repair, 

rebuild and parts nationwide.

American Auto Tie Baler model 8043-12-
150F completely rebuilt with 90 day 

limited parts only warranty. $169,000

3 Selco Auto Tie Balers model HLS-
128AT5-NB  all with an in feed conveyor 

and cart tipper available AS IS.

Marathon Gemini Xtream rebuilt with 90 day 
limited parts only warranty. $39,500

Plenty of used and rebuilt equipment 
available at Baler Service Co. including; 

vertical balers, shredders, blowers, 
dust collectors, separators, cyclones 

and more. 

Baler Service Co., Inc.
Contact us today!

Andrew KroymannAndrew Kroymann
816-550-1144

andrew@paperanddustpros.com
Ted GroweTed Growe

816-225-3215
tedgrowe@paperanddustpros.com

™Our exclusive No Worries 
Guarantee ensures that if 
you purchase new or
reconditioned recycling 
equipment from OBC and 
are not completely satisfied, 
we’ll make it right or take it 
back. No worries. Period.

BalersBalers Balers

Serving Ohio & Western Pennsylvania  
Non-Ferrous Metal Specialists

Mobile Car Crushing Service 

Call Toll-Free 888-743-9001

Metalico Youngstown
Scrap solutions for business and industry. 

www.metalico.com

ISO  
9002  

 

ISO
9001: 2008

2006 BIG MAC PORTABLE CRUSHER
For sale. 2,695 hours, John Deere engine,
good shape, road ready. $89,995 OBO.
(2) 1996 utility flatbed trailers with front
and rear headache racks, Mountain Tarp
curtain system, ready to haul cars, one
holds 18-21 cars and the other will haul
21-23 bales. Asking $6,250 each. E-mail
lloyd@picknpullsa.com or call 210-389-
7321. 

Auto Recycling

MOTOR BLOCKS
Paying TOP $ for Unclean Blocks!
METALICO ANNACO

800-394-1300

IRON AX ENVIRO-RACKIRON AX ENVIRO-RACK

The Enviro-Rack is the most 
superior auto fluid removal 
and dismantling system on 

the market today. 

Complete fluid removal in less than 5 minutes!

877-247-6629 • IronAx.com
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CONTINUED on Page 22

PARTS, SERVICE, SALES

MOZELTMOZELT

GENERATORSGENERATORS

612-961-8893612-961-8893

JOB MACHINERY, INC.
U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

FOR 15 YEARS
WILL BUY OR TRADE 
13kW or 20kW GENS

jobmachineryinc@frontiernet.net
jobmachineryinc.com

1997 ELECTRIC PEDESTAL MOUNT
CRANE, 65’ reach, 100 hp motor, magnet
rectifier, and plumbed for grapple. 419-
786-9243

2008 Cat M318D MH - 4,700 hrs., hydraulic cab riser, A/C, 
36 ft. MH boom & stick, outriggers, solid tires, NEW gen set, 
and grapple. PRICE REDUCED!!!!!!!  $199,500

2010 Cat M322D MH - 3,800 hrs., hydraulic cab, A/C, 41 ft. MH
boom & stick, outriggers, solid tires, camera, gen set, and
grapple.  $229,500

2006 Hitachi ZX270LC-3 equipped w/rebuilt LaBounty MSD50
Series III Straight Shear with full warranty.  Through shop,
serviced, and ready to go!!!  $169,500

2006 Hitachi ZX270LC - 3 equipped with LaBounty MSD2000R
mobile shear with 360 degree rotation and less than 500 hours
since complete factory rebuild.  Through shop, checked,
serviced, and ready to go!!!  $199,500

2005 Liebherr A934B MH - 9,600 hrs., hydraulic cab riser,
A/C, 50 ft. MH boom & stick, outriggers, NEW solid tires, gen
set, and grapple.  $179,500

800-225-0623
after hours: 843-324-8487

sales@kuhnequipment.com800-225-0623
after hours: 843-324-8487

sales@kuhnequipment.com

Genesis GXP660R MAXX w/ 360º rotation.  In shop now
for reconditioning.  Call For Price!

Factory Rebuilt Genesis GXP500R w/360 rotation and six
month warranty.  Cat 330D bracket.  $129,500

Factory Rebuilt Genesis GXP990R MAXX w/360º rotation 
and a 6 month warranty.  Cat 345 bracket.  $189,000

Factory Rebuilt LaBounty MSD2500R with 360º rotation
and a 90 day warranty.  Cat 330D bracket.  $119,500

Genesis GMS500R with 360º rotation.  Through shop and
work ready.  $79,500

Rebuilt Genesis GXP400R with 360º rotation $89,500

NEW Genesis GDP650 "Demo Pro", 7500 lb. concrete 
steel processor with 360º rotation and a one year Genesis
warranty.  $89,500

2005 Liebherr A924B MH - Hydraulic cab, 42 ft. MH boom
& stick, generator, grapple, outriggers, and solid tires. 
$129,500

Mobile Scrap Shears

2008 Cat 330DL equipped with choice of factory rebuilt
Genesis GXP500R or LaBounty MSD2500R mobile shears
w/360 degree Rotation.  Through shop.  $289,500

ORANGE PEEL GRAPPLE, BRAND
NEW! 3/4-yard 4-tine orange peel grapple
with 15-ton 360° rotator. Show floor model
for sale, SPECIAL PRICE: $18,800. Please
call Moley Magnetics at 716-434-4023 or
visit www.MoleyMagneticsInc.com.

Material Handlers

Material Handlers

800-472-0453
EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL

GEN-SETS
MAGNETS
GRAPPLES

CATERPILLAR

2008 M325 (rubber) 50' reach, hydraulic cab, 
gen-set, grapple. 
FUCHS

2002 MHL331 (rubber) 36' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
1995 MHL340 REBUILT (rubber) 41' reach, 
hyd. cab, gen-set, grapple.
2006 MHL 340 (rubber) 41' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set, grapple. 
2005 MHL350 (rubber) 50' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen set, grapple (4 available).
2003 MHL360 REBUILT (rubber) 59’ reach, 
hyd. cab, gen-set, grapple.
2005 MHL360 (rubber) 59’ reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple (2 available).
LIEBHERR

2008 A954 (rubber) 59' reach, 7’ rigid cab 
riser, gen-set, grapple and new engine.
2007 A934C (rubber) 51' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple. 
2005 Liebherr R934EW (crawler) 51' reach, 
hydraulic cab, gen-set, grapple. 
2006, 2008 & 2009 A924C (rubber) 42' reach, 
hyd. cab, gen-set, grapple.
2003 R924 (crawler) 42’ reach, new undercar-
riage, 4’ cab riser, gen-set.
1994 A932 REBUILT (rubber) 48' reach, hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
1995 A932 (rubber) 50’ reach, 4’ cab riser, 
gen-set.
SENNEBOGEN

2007 821M (rubber) 36' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple.
2007 825M (rubber) 41' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple.
2003 & 2007 830M (rubber) 50' reach, hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
2004 & 2005 835M (rubber) 55’ reach hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
ATLAS

2003 1704 (crawler) 39' reach, 4’ tilting cab 
riser, gen-set, grapple. 
1996 1804 (crawler) 48’ reach, 2’ cab riser, 
gen-set, grapple.
SHEARS

2006 Caterpillar 345CL-VG12 with Cat S385C 
rotating shear.
2005 Kobelco SK210 with rebuilt pump; 
LaBounty MSD 40 straight shear with rebuilt 
cylinder.
MISCELLANOUS

2006 Al-jon 580 CL portable baler with 4,600 
hours, crane and grapple.
2005 & 2006 Komatsu PW220-7 (rubber tired) 
41' reach, hydraulic cab, gen-set, grapple.
2007 Komatsu WA-250-5 wheel loader with 
5,930 hours, quick coupler, forks, 2.5 cy. GP 
bucket, 3.25 cy. grapple bucket, on-board 
scale.
2003 MultiDocker CH65B REBUILT (crawler) 
72' reach barge loading material handler.
2001 New Holland EW200 (rubber) solid tires, 
new Baldor gen-set, new magnet. 
NEW 4 or 5 tine rotating hydraulic grapples 
all sizes with rotation & link.
NEW 28” to 40” diameter magnets designed 
to work off of the machines batteries – 
complete system, NO gen-set required and 
very easy to install.

800-472-0453

EQUIPMENT
INTERNATIONAL

800-472-0453
EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL

 No gen-set required!
Up to 40" that run off of machine’s batteries.

Material HandlersMaterial Handlers

Containers

800-909-1147
bomaccarts.com

Heavy Duty Carts
for

Recycling, Sorting &
Hauling

FERROUS NONFERROUS AUTO SAL-
VAGE, 20+ years old, up to 100 acres avail-
able in northwest Pennsylvania and within
approximately 100 miles of all major shred-
ders, includes roll-off and tilt bed service,
industrial/commercial/peddler trade. Great
potential for U-Pull-It yard with aluminum
smelter and mini shredder. Partial financing
or J.V. possible: belltownbabe@gmail.com
or fax 626-605-8120. 

Businesses

WANTED – SMALL TO MEDIUM SCRAP
METAL YARD. Would prefer one currently
in operation with scale(s), loading docs,
warehouse, concrete, security, com-
puter system and existing industrial 
and peddler business. Please contact
sendreply40@gmail.com. 

HIGH VOLUME MACOMB COUNTY
BASED SALVAGE YARD off I-94. Turn-key
operation, fully equipped facility with thou-
sands of parts on shelf and inventoried on
car-part.com. 3.3 acres with 33,000 sq.ft.
of buildings. Includes loaders, Hilos.
Owner is selling due to moving out of
state. Contact Paul Saad / Chris Monsour |
Signature Associates 248-948-9000

NEXT DEADLINE
April 17
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WE ACCEPT CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, MASTERCARD, VISA and DISCOVER. 

Classified
ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates

$65 for up to 50 words.
Add $1 each additional word.

Display Classifieds

Text Classifieds

$70 per column inch depth,
2.5” width.

Call

Fax

Visit

877-777-0043

419-931-0740

AmericanRecycler.com

To Place Your Ad

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE. 

Floor scales: 4 x 4 5,000 lbs. $685. 
    5 x 5 5,000 lbs. $730. Ship free! 

Crane scales 250 lbs. and up
    start at $596.25. 

Bench scales 100 lb. and up
    start at $265. 

Truck scales start at $6,124.50. 

NTEP SCALES
LEGAL FOR TRADE

770-542-0230 | mail@awscales.com
www.AmericanWeigh.com

American Weigh Scales

All scales pre-calibrated.  Other sizes/capacities. 

SALVAGE YARD SOFTWARE. Auto recy-
clers yard management system for Win-
dows™ by Rossknecht Software. Obtain
extra revenue from scrap vehicles.
Includes vehicle parts breakdown, invoic-
ing, bar code tags, digital pictures,
reports, towing, sales history, bookkeep-
ing. New: Scrap purchase invoice and
prints checks; send your inventory to your
website. $750 complete, no monthly fees.
Visit www.rossknecht.com, e-mail
arsales@rossknecht.com. Free demo CD
303-884-5315.

Software

Scales

Wanted

Shears

USED PORTABLE
GUILLOTINE SHEAR

SCS CM 1200

• Work ready, 1200 metric tons of cutting force
• (2) IVECO 227 hp diesel engines
• Shear head: 39” wide, Chevron type (inverted “V)
• Low hours
$525,000 FOB / Atlanta, GA
Call Jeff: 888-959-0686

info@erecyclingsystems.com

WE BUY GAS drained from salvaged
vehicles! Call today: 855-218-3013,
info@lambfuels.com, www.lambfuels.com. 

LOOKING FOR A FERROUS – NON-
FERROUS YARD in Chicago and South-
ern California. Could be a junk yard/scrap
yard. Contact Gary at youngironandmet
als@gmail.com or call 248-932-6965.

● REM aluminum can flattener w/conveyor, $4,500
● Al-jon 200 portable tin & appliance baler, $25,000
● Aljon portable lid crusher, remote, $59,000
● 40” magnet w/ chains, $5,500
● 5 kw genset, diesel power, $7,900
● New wire stripper, $1,450
● New, aluminum can densifier, prices starting at
    $6,950
320-219-7711 / www.scrapyardequip.com

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
New, 

USA-made, 
hydraulic

alligator shears
7” to 25” 

Perry Videx LLC • 609-288-4046
fgarcia@perryvidex.com • www.perryvidex.com

• 35" x 70" Amer. Pulv. 2006 shredder w/ram 
• 45 x 40” Ball & Jewel Shred/Grind Combo, 30HP 
• 6" and 8" OD underwater pelletizing lines 
• 50" Cumberland "Hog" grinder, 200HP
• 50" x 52" Vecoplan Single Rtr. Shredder, 75HP 
• 60" x 98" Vecoplan Single Rtr. Shredder, 100HP 
• 34" & 50" W. Vecoplan PVC siding shredders 
• Rapid 24" x 42" 20KN "RS" style Rtr,  granulator
• 6” Davis Standard Extruder 30/1 L/D 400HP

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Miscellaneous

LIEBHERR 5-tine model 65 grapple, 419-
786-9243. 

MAGNETS FOR SALE

561-750-8662
info@globalmagne�cs.com
www.globalmagne�cs.com

for
C&D RECYCLING

and other
WASTE &

RECYCLING
APPLICATIONS

CROSSBELT MAGENTS
SORTING STATION SYSTEMS

TROMMEL SCREENS

                                             See our 
                                         full line of 
                                    custom-built 
                                  equipment at
TuffManEquipment.com!

660-269-7502
Over 100 Custom-Designed Units Sold

Miscellaneous

TO SEE OUR INVENTORY PLEASE VISIT
www.sargentsequipment.com
OR CALL US AT 708-758-2062

Your Complete Source
for Recycling Equipment

We Service What We Sell

Harris Balers
Genesis Shears 

LBX Material Handlers
Used Equipment

THE ORIGINAL CATALYTIC CONVER-
TOR REMOVAL TOOL: Our powerful and
easy-to-use products are unsurpassed
and we've been making them for 20 years!
Choose from 110 or 12-volt, gas or de-
canning models. Our three hydraulic mod-
els are fast, safe and effective. Custom
applications provided as well! 800-999-
8100, www.supershears.com

518-424-1168
www.RecyclingFurnaces.com

Hi-efficiency, new technology.
INCREASE PROFITS!
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           Also:
PARTS • REPAIR • CUSTOM BUILDS

SWEAT FURNACES

fabric structures

Sustainable  

Design-Build Solutions

Call one of our ClearSpan specialists today at  
1.866.643.1010 or visit us at www.ClearSpan.com/ADAR.

  

  

  

  

  

  

Miscellaneous

WE BUY

Central States used Clothing
Detroit

Hardcover.
By THE pound.

USED BOOKS

Jon or Willi:

313-279-0234

WANTED TO BUY 
USED RECYCLING EQUIPMENT

HOVDE RECYCLING EQUIPMENT
800-617-5219 or 480-699-2460

steven@scrapequip.com / scrapequip.com

ODOR CONTROL IS OUR BUSINESS.
Servicing the largest sites in the world,
NCM Odor Control has manufactured
products and systems for over 25 years.
For more information, call 570-460-8476
or visit www.ncmodorcontrol.com.



Remote Control Remote Control •• Automatic CycleAutomatic Cycle

All shears feature 360° continuous rotation.

USA
ALL ENVIRO-RACKS ARE

            MADE IN AMERICA WITH
                       AMERICAN STEEL FOR

                                       AMERICAN-SIZED CARS.

an 5 minutema ssmm ema

RECYCLINGRECYCLING
E Q U I P M E N T  S A L E S ,  I N CE Q U I P M E N T  S A L E S ,  I N C

Toll-free 877-247-6629
Fax 478-252-9030
Wadley, Georgia

Website: www.ironax.com
E-mail: ironax@ironax.com

Equipment Ready For 
Shipment Today

We have a NEW Doosan DX225 with a 
NEW Iron Ax IA25R Shear mounted 

and ready to cut iron.

We have a new Iron Pack Baler in stock 
and ready to begin work.

Contact us for full details!

View the Iron Ax YouTube Channel
to see the Iron Pack Baler

In Action Today!

  
              



RECENT TRADE-IN = GREAT DEAL! CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

2007 OVERBUILT CAR CRUSHER.............................. $90,000
2009 E-Z LOG BALER................................................. $120,000

Largest Opening on the Market
Advanced Oil Recovery System with Sludge 
Traps and Large Clean-outs
State-of-the-Art Automation System
400-gallon Fuel Cell and Optional Lockable 
Auxiliary Fuel Pump
Optional High-speed Oil Bypass System
22' & 24' Crusher Chambers Also Available
Twin Lid Safety Lock System Engaged from 
the Ground

20’ Charge Box
Heavy-Duty Knuckle Boom
Superior Lift and Reach

Huron, South Dakota

800-548-6469
605-352-6469

www.OverBuilt.com
sales@overbuilt.com
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10’ High

20’ 3” Long

HIGH-SPEED CAR CRUSHER
 Selling
CRUSHER!

OVERHEAD CONTROLSOVERHEAD CONTROLSOVERHEAD CONTROLSOVERHEAD CONTROLS

HEAT & A/C UNITHEAT & A/C UNITHEAT & A/C UNITHEAT & A/C UNIT

3/8 AR400 REPLACEABLE WEAR PLATES3/8 AR400 REPLACEABLE WEAR PLATES3/8 AR400 REPLACEABLE WEAR PLATES3/8 AR400 REPLACEABLE WEAR PLATES

HIGH-SPEED BALER/LOGGER

THE ONLY TRUE HIGH-SPEED SYSTEM AVAILABLE
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800-823-9688
Fax 419-931-9001

www.DADECapital.com

SALVAGE, RECYCLING & 
WASTE INDUSTRIES

FINANCING for the

KEEP YOUR BUSINESS AFLOAT
WITH SMART FINANCING FROM DADE

At one time it appeared that Ameri-
ca might one day virtually drown in its
own waste. The trend-line of trash gen-
eration had gone steeply upward since
anyone began tracking it more than 50
years ago. From 1960 to 1990, genera-
tion of municipal solid waste (MSW)
had grown from 2.68 lbs. per person per
day to 4.57 lbs. per person per day,
according to the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA). Coupled with popu-
lation growth, this resulted in 208.3 mil-
lion tons of solid waste generated in
1990, nearly 2.5 times the 88.1 million
tons generated in 1960.

At that rate of growth, we would
have by now been bulldozing more than
a half-billion tons of waste per year.
However, not long after that, things
turned around. Solid waste generation
per person per day peaked in 2000.
Meanwhile, today’s per capita waste
generation rate is the lowest since the
1980’s.

“Based on EPA data, the tonnage of
waste going to landfills has slowly

declined since 1990,” said Sharon
Kneiss, president and CEO of the
National Waste & Recycling Associa-
tion. “According to EPA data, landfills
received ten million fewer tons in 2012
than in 1990,” she adds. “At the same
time, recycling and composting
increased by 53 million tons.”

EPA’s latest report, based on 2012
data, shows that Americans produced
251 million tons of trash. That was up
just 20 percent in 22 years from 1990,
compared with the 242 percent increase
in 30 years from 1960 to 1990. 

In addition to growing in tonnage,
recycling also accounts for a much larg-
er portion of the waste stream. In 1980,
less than 10 percent of municipal solid
waste was recycled. Today, the recycling
and composting rate exceeds 34 percent.
The average American in 2012 recycled
or composted 1.51 lbs. per day, for 87
million tons a year – nearly as much as
the total national amount of waste in
1960.

Over time, waste has become less
dominant and recycling has become
more prominent. One example of that is
The National Waste & Recycling Asso-

ciation, which recently changed its name
from National Solid Wastes Manage-
ment Association as part of a merger.

But new names and shifts in size
and disposition of the waste stream sug-
gest that changes are afoot without clari-
fying what those changes might be. For
instance, one question is whether, as
more localities implement or expand
recycling, that has been the only factor
in declining volumes of material being
sent to landfills.

Kneiss said greater rates of recy-
cling and composting have, indeed,
helped reduce the amount of material
being sent to landfills. However, another
important factor in the lower landfill
tonnages, she said, is that today’s land-
filled material tends to be lighter in
weight. For example, it contains signifi-
cantly less printed paper, which weighs
more than the plastics and other packag-
ing that have replaced printed paper for
many uses.

Economic trends are another factor.
For instance, Kneiss said, the 2008
recession, which was more severe than
any that has occurred since the waste
stream has been comprehensively meas-

ured, helped depress production of all
kinds of waste, including packaging.
That recession was particularly hard on
the construction industry and, as a result,
construction and demolition (C&D) vol-
umes were negatively affected.

A primary source of revenue for
landfills is tipping fees charged to waste
haulers, demolition firms and others. So
it’s natural to wonder whether tipping
fees are falling as landfills compete for a
stable or shrinking volume of landfilled
material. And, if that is happening,
whether landfill operators are feeling the
economic impact and perhaps looking
for other revenue sources.

Kneiss said, tipping fees continue to
be viable financial supports for the land-
fill industry. Fees are not showing any
effects of downward pressure. In fact,
it’s the opposite. “Based on national sur-
veys, tipping fees continue to slowly
rise,” she said.

Landfills tend to be long-lived facil-
ities, sometimes operating for decades.
And some of today’s landfills were
planned and constructed back when it
seemed that the national waste stream

Recycling reduces tonnage tipped
by MARK HENRICKS
mhenricks@americanrecycler.com

In 2012, landfills saw a 10 million pound decrease in tipped material compared to 1990 numbers. 
PHOTO BY PHOTOGRAPHERLONDON | DREAMSTIME

See LANDFILLING, Page 7

Another reason for the decrease in landfilled tonnage is that heavier materials, such as printed paper, have
largely been replaced by lighter alternatives or are diverted for recycling.

PHOTO BY GVISION | DREAMSTIME



In today’s recycling and solid waste
industry, uptime is of utmost importance.
Most facilities experience long lines at the
scale, and so they place a premium on get-
ting trucks in and out quickly. However,
have you ever stopped to think about how
much you could be losing per truck? 

When businesses place scales in serv-
ice, the state Weights & Measures Depart-
ment certifies that it meets the necessary
regulatory requirements. Unfortunately,
external variables and real-world issues
can knock your scale out of calibration
and cost a business a lot of money. 

But just how much could it cost? 
A simple error of one increment (20

lbs.) can lead to $30,000 in annual product
loss! This is a real example and is based
on a product with a value of $.05 per
pound and a duty cycle of 100 weighments
per day. The following best practices can
help prevent such an expensive scenario.

Implement a calibration and
inspection agreement

The simplest step you can take is to
implement a calibration and inspection
agreement with your service provider.
Depending on the requirements and type
of weighing device, inspection costs can
be as low as $500 annually depending on
the frequency required to assure accurate
weighing and to reduce the risk of loss due
to an inaccurate scale. Compared to the
potential loss figures, this is a worthwhile
investment. 

But how often should your scale be
inspected? Fairbanks Scales, a provider of
industrial weighing equipment and serv-
ice, recommends a minimum of two
inspections per year for most scales, but
the sort of heavy traffic which recycling
and solid waste facilities experience can
easily justify more frequent verification,
inspection and service. Consult with your
scale service company about a schedule
that works best for your company.

Keep the scale foundation clean
Recycling and solid waste operations

can generate a lot of debris. Be sure to reg-
ularly remove the build-up to avoid scale
inaccuracies. A pressure sprayer is a fast
and easy way to clear debris and keep the
scale and foundation free of build-up. Be
sure that your junction boxes, electronics
and load cells are properly rated to with-
stand pressure washing; otherwise you
may cause damage.

Perform your own inspection
Inspect for anomalies. A properly

operating scale is dependent on every
component working together. Inspect the
weighbridge for damage or signs of wear
and corrosion. Examine the junction boxes
inside and out. Do they show signs of
damage, corrosion or moisture entry?
Module connection hardware should be
intact and not damaged. Check the load
cells for damage, corrosion and signs of
moisture entry into the enclosure and the
cable entry gland. Liquid is a good con-
ductor and can easily short your electron-
ics if allowed to enter the sensing element
area.

Some manufacturers feature quick
disconnect style load cell cables. Be sure
to inspect these connections frequently as
they are responsible for a significant num-
ber of avoidable failures. This is also a
good time to inspect the wiring for dam-
age. Exposed conductors cause communi-
cation errors when wet and are usually the
culprit of erratic performance.

Your scale’s paint system isn’t just for
good looks. It’s a critical barrier against
scale corrosion on your weighbridge steel.
Be sure to reapply if you expect maximum
life from the weighbridge steel.

Grease the load cell cups at recom-
mended intervals. Some manufacturers
incorporate zerk type fittings allowing
grease application without the need to
physically separate the load cell compo-
nents.

Inspect concrete for signs of failure.
Address these issues as soon as possible.
Left unchecked, they will only get worse
and will cause larger, and more costly,
problems.

Make adjustments
Your weighbridge will expand and

contract slightly at different times of the
year; this is natural. This thermal expan-
sion requires attention and readjustment of
your checking. The checking system on
your scale keeps the weighbridge in place
as it naturally rocks and moves from traf-
fic. Too small a gap in the checking can
cause binding and weighing errors. Too
much gap in the checking allows excessive
movement, up to and including a scale tip-
ping. Excessive movement adds unneces-
sary wear to other components, so be sure
the checking is properly secure. 

Keep your scale grounded
Today’s truck scales use sophisticated

electronics to communicate weighment
data to the instrument. A securely ground-
ed scale is a basic defense from lightning
and power surges. Be sure that the scale is
connected to the manufacturer’s specified
grounding system and that there are no
interruptions in this system. Transient
voltage seeks the easiest path to ground. If
your scale isn’t grounded through a

A Letter from
the Editor

www.AmericanRecycler.comPage B2, April 2014

Dave Fournier
Focus Section Editor
david@americanrecycler.com

Waste

Readers,
There’s been quite a bit of

drama abroad lately. Russia and
Ukraine have been at odds over
Crimea, and a Malaysia Airlines
plane with 239 passengers aboard up
and disappeared under mysterious
circumstances.

Here at home, March Madness
has people filling out brackets and
organizing office betting pools, and
generally costing businesses an esti-
mated $1.2 billion in lost productivi-
ty. Fortunately, most of us here at
American Recycler are woefully
ignorant or uninterested when it
comes to sports, leaving us mostly
untouched by the (sports) madness. 

With so much interesting news
to follow, one could be forgiven for
not realizing that Tax Day is fast
approaching. 

This time of year used to be an
exciting one. Back when I was an
undergraduate student making little
to no income, I could usually count
on getting at least several hundred
dollars back – which I would
promptly spend on important college
things like beer.

But now that I’m gainfully
employed and making somewhat
better than minimum wage, this time
of year leaves me more bitter than
inebriated.

Yes, for the past several years
I’ve either broken even (which is the
fiscally responsible thing to do, or so
I’ve been told), or actually owed
Uncle Sam some dough. I don’t
mind paying my fair share, but the
bitterness comes from seeing some
individuals who are chronically un-
or under-employed, and who receive
oodles of government benefits, get-
ting a tax refund that is probably
many times the actual amount of
taxes they’ve paid in. 

I vaguely understand the tax
code provisions – earned income
credits, child credits, etc. – by which
such refunds are made possible. But
it seems to me that we’re incentiviz-
ing the wrong sort of behavior,
namely, reproducing well beyond
families’ abilities to care for said off-
spring. 

But if I manage to save some
pennies after paying off the govern-
ment, you’ll find me gambling them
away in Las Vegas this month.
That’s right, I’m headed to the ISRI
Convention, and hopefully I’ll see
many of you there. Send me an e-
mail if you’d like to catch up – per-
haps to shake my hand, or maybe to
call me a right-wing lunatic. Either
works for me.

Until next month,

7”, USA-made. 220v. NEW #7 Hydraulic 
Alligator Shear. $5,000 plus freight

Available Now: Steel Belt Z PAN Conveyor
60” x 26’, very strong in good condition.

ALCAN Flattener / Blowers and Densifiers

Colmar 3200 Portable Logger Baler, CALL!

Strip-Tec Alligator Shears/Wirestrippers/Granulators

Call Shaughnessy
All 50+ Canada: 800-549-0490
CALLSHAUGHNESSY.COM

E-Z Logger portable diesel w/crane, good 
running condition, under $60k

(2) Yard Closing Sales!
Many Items! Call for list.

SIERRA 500T Shear/Logger/Baler
w/Conveyors. Call!

COLMAR 700T Diesel 
Shear/Logger/Baler w/Grapple. Call!

Al-jon 20 580 Car Logger 
Al-jon LC90 Car Crusher

Truck scales owners’ best practices in
the recycling and solid waste industry
contributed by FAIRBANKS SCALES
iadel@fairbanks.com

See SCALE TIPS, Page 7
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Ad space is limited, 
so don’t wait...
877-777-0043
www.AmericanRecycler.com
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Today is the BEST time
to promote your company.
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TOPIC

PAPER/PLASTICS

RUBBER

ALT. ENERGY

ELECTRONICS gotcasters.com

Quality products at great prices!
Best service in the industry.

CASTERS ∙ WHEELS ∙ MATERIAL HANDLING COMPONENTS

got casters??®

877-496-5300

The Secondary Materials and Recycled Textiles
Association (SMART) lauded the city of San Francis-
co’s effort to add used clothing to its recycling pro-
gram. San Francisco officials said the program is the
first of its kind to be sponsored by a major American
city.

Containers labeled “SF Save Fashion” are being
placed alongside existing recycling containers in
more than 100 locations in major retail outlets
throughout the city. Apparel, shoes, belts and house-
hold textiles will be collected and sorted by I:Collect
which is also participating in the program. I:Collect is
a subsidiary of SMART member company SOEX.

The materials will then be distributed to Good-
will, along with other charities and for-profit clothing
recycling companies. The items will be re-used as
clothing or will be re-manufactured into new products
such as industrial wiping and polishing cloths, home

insulation, carpet padding
and stuffing for pet bed-
ding among many other
products.

San Francisco joins
several other U.S. cities
that partner with private
industry to collect used
clothing as part of their
recycling programs. More
than a dozen municipali-
ties in New Jersey partner
with SMART member
company Trans-Americas
Trading to recycle used
clothing and household
textiles. United Fiber,
another SMART member,

launched a curbside
recycling program in
2012 in the town of
Queen Creek, Ari-
zona, just outside
Phoenix. And, the
city of St. Paul,
Minnesota encourages residents to recycle their
used clothing in its curbside collection pro-
gram. Items must be clean and dry and placed
in a plastic bag labeled “clothing and linens.”

According to the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA), more than 13 million
tons of solid municipal waste is generated
annually that is exclusively clothing and other
household textiles. Of this amount, 2 million
tons – only 15.3 percent – is recycled.

An EPA report indicates that 2 million tons
of textiles are currently recycled annually – the
equivalent of removing 1 million cars from
America’s highways. This is more than 5 times

the impact of recycled yard trimmings (170 thousand
cars removed); more than 4 times the impact of glass
recycling (210 thousand cars removed); more than
plastic recycling (640 thousand cars removed); and is
nearly equal to the impact of aluminum recycling (1.3
million cars removed).

SMART estimates that 95 percent of all clothing
and household textiles can be recycled or repurposed.
“Only 5 percent of all textile materials are ultimately
disposed of as trash because they are either wet or are
contaminated with oil, paint or some other hazardous
material,” said SMART president Lou Buty. “As long
as the items are clean, even if they are stained or dam-
aged, there is a recycling use for the material.”

San Francisco to eliminate used clothing from landfills

Bales of clothing slated for reuse rather than disposal.                                                       PHOTO COURTESY OF SMART

A volunteer helps sort collected textiles.                                  PHOTO COURTESY OF SMART

“I don’t like country music, but I don’t mean to denigrate those who do. And for
the people who like country music, denigrate means ‘put down.’” — Bob NewhartEcova joins Zero Waste Business Council

Ecova, an energy and sustainability
management company, has become a
founding member of the U.S. Zero
Waste Business Council, a nonprofit
that is dedicated to educating, inform-
ing and documenting the performance
of zero waste businesses. 

“A Zero Waste model presents a
tremendous financial and environmen-
tal savings opportunity for organiza-
tions, but the journey to get there can be
challenging,” said Erik Makinson,

director, waste management solutions,
Ecova. 

Waste management has long been
viewed as a necessary expense that has
commanded little attention next to larg-
er operational expenses. Over the past
few years, changes within the waste
industry have created significant oppor-
tunity to drive financial and environ-
mental savings and many forward-
thinking companies are aggressively
moving toward a zero waste model.



As costs continue to increase at
landfill sites, the choice to first process
materials to a smaller size continues to
be more worthwhile. Primary reduction
equipment is available for many materi-
als and involving many industries.

The Dual-Shaft Shredder series
offered by Granutech Saturn® Systems
(GSS) is ideal for primary reduction on
site, as it’s available in a mobile config-
uration. The shredder is a fully integrat-
ed mobile solution complete with trailer,
diesel engine, in-feed and discharge
conveyors, a hydraulic system and con-
trols. This provides customers with a
self-contained, portable shredding solu-
tion that can travel to individual sites as
needed.

“Application trends lean more and
more toward mobilizing recycling
equipment to the raw material source
site and this mobile industrial shredder
provides a perfect solution. In many
cases, recycling yards have multiple
clients and cannot justify the expense of
moving the raw material in a partially
loaded truck to a yard. Providing a
mobile solution is faster, more cost effi-
cient and better for the client too,” stated
Matthew Morris, vice president.

Morris said the shredder series
designs include compliance with Tier IV
emissions regulations – an EPA mandat-
ed requirement for diesel driven station-
ary or mobile equipment.

“Future trends will certainly include
‘hybrid’ drive mechanisms, due to the
evolution of the common hydraulic and
electric drives being used by a variety of
manufacturers. We’ll be at the leading
edge of that development and we plan to
introduce a new product later this year.
The marriage of electronics control
technologies with compact high effi-
ciency hydraulic systems will ensure

maximum productivity with minimum
operating cost. Our system will exceed
current capabilities in the market for
those objectives,” Morris added.

GSS has designed and delivered
mobile industrial shredder systems for
the last 20 years for customers in munic-
ipal solid waste, waste to energy, con-
struction and demolition (C&D) and
government (including repeat sales to
the Defense Logistics Agency). 

The SSI Shredding Systems Pri-
Max® line of primary reducers has
expanded SSI’s reach beyond dedicated
shredding lines, into mainstream materi-
al recovery facilities. Terri Ward, market
manager, said, “The combination of bi-
directional cutting shafts rotating
through a fixed grid or cutting table
allows material to be sized large or small
– which is actually easier said than
done. Output as small as 6” to 8” minus

is possible, as well as 18” to 24”
nominal. While most shredders
are simply destructive, Pri-Max
has the unique ability to prepare
material by opening, liberating,
homogenizing and presenting it in
a more optimal fashion for down-
stream sorting and recovery, with-
out over-processing or destroying
individual components.”

In addition to being used at
the front end of municipal
solid waste-to-refuse

derived fuel facilities or C&D
sorting systems, Pri-Max units
are also used as primary reducers,
bag breakers and liberators in sin-
gle-stream material recovery
facilities (MRF) and commercial
waste MRFs. They’re also used
as bale breakers, processing
everything from commingled
recyclables and mixed plastics to
used beverage containers and
paper. These processing lines
range from a relatively small
scale 10 tons per hour to over 100
tons per hour. 

With 4 models ranging from
200 to 500 hp (electric), each
Pri-Max has 2 independent
shafts driven by a unique, high-
efficiency hydraulic power unit
that responds to actual operating
conditions by increasing pres-
sure when maximum torque is
required. In any case, shafts run
up to 60 rpm to deliver maxi-
mum capacity. Large hoppers to

20 cu. yds. or more allow direct loading
of heavy and bulky objects in true dump
and run fashion.

SSI low speed, high-torque shred-
ders have been used in primary reduc-

tion applications for over 30 years.
“High shear forces, long wear cycles
and tramp-metal tolerance have always
made low-speed shredders good candi-
dates for primary shredding of a wide
variety of unsorted, commingled materi-
als,” Ward commented.

Weima recognizes that requirements
vary for each recycling operation. “We
will recommend a shredder that will work
best for the specific needs of our client.
For processing a high volume of waste,
we generally recommend the Weima

Primary Reduction
Shredders

EQUIPMENT 
SPOTLIGHT 
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Manufacturer List
American Pulverizer
James Holder
314-781-6100
www.ampulverizer.com
Badger Shredding 
Bob Lamer
920-863-1626
www.badgershredding.com
BCA Industries
John Neuens
414-353-1002
www.bca-industries.com
Continental Biomass Industries, Inc.
Art Murphy
603-382-0556
www.cbi-inc.com
Columbus McKinnon Corp.
Kaytee Moran
941-755-2621
www.cmtirerecyclingequipment.com
Granutech Saturn Systems
Greg Wright
888-900-4308
www.granutech.com
Hammel New York, LLC
Gert Semler
219-929-5824
www.hammelny.com
Jordan Reduction Systems
Richard Pyle
888-733-8248
www.jordanreductionsolutions.com
Komar Industries, Inc.
Mandy Howenstine
614-836-2366
www.komarindustries.com
Komptech USA 
Brandon Lapsys
720-890-9090
www.komptechusa.com
Lindner America LLC
Andreas Schwarz
919-783-7719
www.l-rt.us
Metso Minerals Industries, Inc. 
Chad Grohman
210-581-7921
www.metso.com 
Shred-Tech
Joe Roberto
800-465-3214
www.shred-tech.com
SSI Shredding Systems, Inc.
Terri Ward
503-682-3633
www.ssiworld.com
Vecoplan, LLC
Kim James
336-861-6070
www.vecoplanllc.com
Weima America, Inc.
Madison Burt
888-440-7170
www.weimaamerica.com

by MARY M. COX
maryc@americanrecycler.com

WORLD LEADER:  ODOR & DUST CONTROL SOLUTIONS

• ISO 9001 Manufacturer
• Custom System Designs

• Odor & Dust Consultants
• Complete Service Team

855-NCM-5540 ncmodorcontrol.com

Granutech Saturn Systems

SSI Shredding Systems, Inc.

Weima America, Inc.

Vecoplan, LLC

See SPOTLIGHT, Page 5



PowerLine. This machine is large, making
it possible to shred a wide range of materi-
als. The rotor is robust in its design and
can handle abrasive and inconsistent mate-
rial flow, including ‘uncrushable’ items,”
Madison Burt, vice president, sales, stated.
The PowerLine is available with a com-
pact or hydraulic drive as add-on options.
These features make it possible to main-
tain high production rates when material
streams vary. The machine also comes
with hydraulic access to the rotor and bed
knives for preventative maintenance and
routine cleaning.

Burt also noted, “Weima has been in
the shredding and size reduction industry
for more than 25 years, and we have been
a part of the waste-to-energy sector for at
least 15 of those years. We serve many
other industries as well – paper, plastic,
wood and more.” 

In their VVZ and VNZ product
series, Vecoplan offers a wide range of
primary reduction shredders for a broad
spectrum of applications. Both product
lines feature models with dual cutting
rotors, engineered to process large vol-
umes of bulky waste, constructed for
durability under extreme application
conditions, and designed for quick and
easy maintenance.

Six models are available in the VVZ
series of Hurricane primary reduction
shredders and the smallest, VVZ 210,
has a 67” x 83” infeed opening, and fea-
tures dual 28” diameter cutting rotors.
Each rotor is embedded with up to 20
cutting teeth and is driven by a 200 to
250 hp motor. The largest shredder, VVZ
310T, has a 67” x 122” in feed opening,
and also features dual 28” cutting rotors.
Each rotor is embedded with up to 22
cutting teeth and driven by a Vecoplan
HiTorc 300 hp motor.

Vecoplan offers five models in the
VNZ series of primary reduction shred-
ders. These range from the VNZ 210 (L) to
the VNZ 300. The VNZ 210 (L) has a 49”
x 83” infeed opening, twin 20” diameter
cutting rotors with up to 64 cutters per
rotor, and a 180 to 200 hp motor driving
each rotor. The VNZ 300 has a 49” x 117”
infeed opening, dual 20” diameter cutting
rotors with up to 92 cutters per rotor, and a
150 to 180 hp drive motor driving each
rotor. The VNZ shredders utilize two
patented “U” rotors with bolt on replace-
able cutters and feature the exclusive
Vecoplan Airspring Counter Knife. Posi-
tioned in between the dual rotors and
mounted on air springs, the serrated edges
of the counter knife mesh precisely with
the cutting teeth on both rotors.

“This knife delivers three unique
advantages over traditional shredder
designs. First, it provides a smaller, much
more consistent particle size. Second, it
can be quickly and easily replaced when
worn, eliminating costly, time consuming
resurfacing. Third, the air springs impact
absorption to minimize damage from for-
eign objects. Proximity switches on the
springs shut down the machine to elimi-
nate any further damage until the foreign
object is removed,” explained Kim James,
marketing/communications director.

Vecoplan was founded in 1969 as a
manufacturer of innovative, high quality
wood chippers. The company has a global
array of agencies and there are over 10,000
Vecoplan machines and systems in opera-
tion throughout the world. 
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Garbageman’s Invitational
raises funds for EREF charity

The Garbageman’s Invitational Golf
Tournament and Social Event was
founded in 2010 by Kerry Holmes (vice
president of sales, Consolidated Fabrica-
tors), Mike Melideo (owner, Consolidat-
ed Fabricators) and Ray Burke (vice
president, Clean Energy). These three
men set out to create a unique annual
networking event for their customers and
prospects in the solid waste and recy-
cling industry throughout the U.S. and
Canada. The 2014 Garbageman’s Invita-
tional will be held April 9–11 at the
Pechanga Resort & Casino in Temecula,
California. 

The sponsors of the Garbageman’s
Invitational felt strongly that there
should be an element of “giving back” to
the industry. The Environmental
Research & Education Foundation
(EREF) was an easy choice as the chari-
ty to benefit from the event. EREF, with
its presence throughout North America,
is well aligned with the Garbageman’s
Invitational’s goal to attract more indus-
try leaders throughout the U.S. and
Canada. 

The Garbageman’s Invitational is
sponsored by multiple suppliers in the
industry, each of whom is in attendance.
The three primary sponsors for this
year’s event are Consolidated Fabrica-
tors, Clean Energy and Rehrig Pacific.

The support sponsors are comprised of a
limited amount of non-competing sup-
pliers that include Container Pros,
Amrep, Inc., Solid Waste Insurance
Managers, Sloan & Vasquez Consulting
Group, Westhoff, Cone & Holmstetd,
Impact Plastics, Rush Refuse Systems,
Can Do Services, Agility Fuel Systems
and Newport Environmental. 

The invitation-only tournament
includes solid waste and recycling com-
pany owners and executives including
independent private haulers, regional
and national haulers, and municipali-
ties. The event has grown since its
inception and the event is rapidly
becoming known throughout the United
States and Canada. 

The Garbageman’s Invitational is
meant to bring industry leaders together
for two days of golf and social events. It
is spouse friendly and one of the high-
lights is the opening night reception/din-
ner at the ranch of Cole & Tracy Burr of
Burrtec Waste Industries, Inc. The ranch
features a spectacular replica of an old
western town on the ranch property that
is called BlackWater. 

For additional information,
view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.



Kevin Daly’s recycling started at an early age. “I grew up poor,” he said, so
he and his three brothers would go to the local parks to look for cans and bottles
to they could sell.

Since Daly was the smallest, his brothers would hold him by his ankles
while he hung upside down “fishing out cans and bottles” from the trash bins.
“It gave me a fever for recycling,” he said.

When he was in college, he was looking for ways to make money. “I bought
a VW bus,” he said, and saw that there were always notes on the college mes-
sage boards looking for help with moving and hauling. Not only did he provide
labor and transportation, but he also started recycling cardboard and other mate-
rials he picked up.

That’s when he realized there was a real need for bulk hauling. When he
was a senior in college, he put together a business plan with a college friend,
Dell Kelley, who is now his business partner. They started Turbo Haul with a
computer that Daly bought with a credit card. “That’s all we had, really,” he
said.

When there was material that needed to be picked up, Daly said, “We rented
and returned U-Haul trucks until we could afford to buy a used truck.” From that
start, the business grew. Now there are 35 full time employees, and 10 part time. 

“We pride ourselves on the fact that they’re all actual employees,” Daly
said, and that those employees can earn their keep and support their families. “I
like developing my people,” he said, “teaching them skills, watching them
learn.”

While many of the jobs at Turbo Haul are entry level positions, Daly said
that he has many employees who started with the company when they were 18
years old and are still working there now that they’re in their 30s. 

The company picks up all sorts of non-hazardous bulk material that “does-
n’t fit nicely in the solid waste stream.” That includes old furniture, construction
debris, tires, scrap metal, appliances, and wooden crates and pallets. 

A small crew accompanies the driver to pick up less-than-truckload quanti-
ties from commercial properties like malls, condos and industrial complexes as
well as from construction sites, government facilities and residential areas. 

But sometimes there are odd items and even some surprises. One of the
more unusual items the company was asked to pick up was two tons of blueber-
ry syrup from a bakery that has closed. Another time, they picked up six tons of
frozen crabmeat from a wreck on the highway.

The most unusual, though, was when they had “the unfortunate experience
of unearthing a skeleton.” Just like on TV, police showed up, crime scene tape
went up, and investigations ensued. “My guys were freaking out,” Daly said.

Most days are not that exciting, and some of the truckloads go directly to
area recyclers, while others are brought back to Daly’s 3.5 acre facility for sort-
ing and condensing for shipment to appropriate recycling facilities. In the 50
mile radius that Turbo Haul covers, Daly said there are at least 8 scrap yards
were material can be delivered.

The material in all the loads that are picked up are documented, so that cus-
tomers who are required to report their recycling have that information. Daly
supplies those reports to his customers at no charge.

Daly said that one of his biggest challenges is the proliferation of unli-
censed peddlers who drive around and pick up recyclables from the same places
Turbo Haul does. He said that there are probably 10 times the number of ped-
dlers there were 5 years ago.

Not only are businesses losing out of revenue that they’d be getting from
legitimate haulers, they’re also unable to report that the material has been recy-
cled. “You can’t report what you can’t track,” Daly said. 

Turbo Haul displays its professionalism by having employees wear uni-
forms, and Daly said that it also helps those employees get respect on the job
since they look neat, clean and businesslike. 

But the company is also fun and quirky, as witnessed by the trademarked mas-
cot, Turboman, who appears on the website and company equipment. The character
sends the message that pickups are fast, and Daly said that pickups are often done on
the day the call comes in and if not, by the end of the next business day.

Looking forward, Daly hopes to be able to franchise the company concept
nationwide. “We already have a franchisee in North Carolina,” he said. Turbo
Haul fills a unique niche, so he thinks it should fit well in many different mar-
ketplaces. “We want our franchisees to make real money and build a real busi-
ness,” he said.

Despite Daly’s business plans, he still has the essence of that kid hanging
upside down to grab the recyclables. He said, “I am seldom happier than in a
pile of trash, sorting recyclables.”
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Turbo Haul
Kevin Daly • 888-877-2642

by Donna Currie
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Call John Monaghan, CPA, CVA for
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Scholarships for solid
waste research available

The Environmental Research and
Education Foundation (EREF) disclosed
that scholarship applications for the
2014-2015 academic year are now avail-
able. The application deadline is April
18, 2014.

Applications will be considered
from those who: 

•Will be this year or are now a full-
time master’s student, doctoral student
or post-doctoral researcher, and 

•Have a clearly demonstrated inter-
est in solid waste management research. 

Scholarships recognize graduate
students pursuing excellence in solid
waste management research and educa-
tion. Recipients are chosen based on cre-
dentials and potential contributions to
the solid waste industry and its scientific
community. 

Awards are based on: 
•Academic performance; 
•Professional experience; 
•Relevance of one’s work to the

advancement of solid waste management
science; and,

•Potential for success 
Award amounts consider the cost of

tuition at the recipient’s institution and
any other funds received. Full scholar-
ships may not be awarded to students
who will be receiving full-tuition schol-

arships from other sources (excluding
direct university assistance such as
tuition remission or assistantship
income) but may still be considered for
partial awards. 

Doctoral and post-doctoral scholar-
ships are awarded up to a maximum of
$12,000 per year and paid monthly. Doc-
toral/post-doctoral scholarships are
renewable each year to a maximum of
three years from the initial award date.
Master’s scholarships are awarded up to
a maximum of $5,000 per year and
renewable each year to a maximum of 2
years from the initial award date. Schol-
arship renewal is dependent upon satis-
factory progress as determined by the
student’s academic advisor. 

All qualified candidates will be con-
sidered for scholarships without regard
to race, religion, national or ethnic ori-
gin, citizenship or disability. Applica-
tions from students outside the United
States or studying abroad will receive
equal consideration. Award decisions by
the EREF and its directors are final and
not subject to appeal.

For additional information,
view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.

Pennsylvania DEP fines
Halliburton for waste violations

The Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) is fining Halliburton
Energy Services $1.8 million for 255 vio-
lations of the Solid Waste Management
Act between 1999 and 2011.

DEP became aware of the violations
in 2011 during an inspection of the facility,
and further investigation revealed viola-
tions dating back to 1999.

The violations occurred when the
company, at its Homer City facility in
Indiana County, stored, treated and trans-
ported waste hydrochloric acid without
obtaining proper permits from DEP.

During the 12 year time period, Hal-
liburton transported acidic waste, which
had originated from various gas well sites,
without identifying the waste as “haz-

ardous waste,” without proper hazardous
waste trucking records and without using a
licensed hazardous waste transporter. In
addition, the company sent the hazardous
waste to an unauthorized treatment and
disposal operation.

While there is no evidence that Hal-
liburton’s handling of the hazardous waste
caused any actual harm to the public or the
environment; Halliburton violated state
regulations governing the handling, stor-
age, transport and disposal of hazardous
waste on hundreds of occasions.

The Consent Assessment of Civil
Penalty (CACP) which assesses the fine
was signed by DEP and the company on
February 7. By signing the CACP, the com-
pany agreed not to appeal the penalty.
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would continue to expand strongly,
rather than staying flat or even declining.
So it seems that one effect of the moder-
ation of waste would be to extend the
lifespans of existing landfills.

According to Kneiss, that’s happen-
ing. “Recycling, composting and other
changes in waste management have
clearly extended existing landfill lifes-
pan,” she said. “We do not have specific
data on the extent, but anecdotal evi-
dence shows fewer new facilities being

sited and delays in opening new cells at
permitted facilities.”

Don’t look for landfills to go away,
or for new landfills to stop being sited
and built, however. “Additional landfills
will always be in the mix,” Kneiss said.
“Even though landfilling is declining,
we continue to landfill more than 135
million tons of MSW and a large amount
of C&D and industrial non-hazardous
waste. America will need disposal
capacity for a long period of time.”

One thing observers can expect to
see is a more diverse look to the waste
management industry. At one time, it
was all about landfilling, but no more.

“Solid waste management companies
are increasingly involved in all aspects
of materials management and are contin-
uing to seek innovations in waste man-
agement, including recycling, compost-
ing and anaerobic digestion and are
working with customers on better man-
agement of their waste streams,” Kneiss
said. Organic waste is one area seeing a
lot of activity today.

A look at the recent past of the solid
waste and recycling industry suggests
that current levels of waste generation
will continue to stagnate or decline,
while recycling is almost certain to

increase. That’s going to mean yet more
change for members of those fields.

“In a market economy, companies
evolve to meet the needs of their cus-
tomers,” Kneiss said. “The waste and
recycling industry will continue to meet
this challenge. And they will continue to
look for opportunities to address the
challenges in recycling, including get-
ting a handle on the fluctuating econom-
ics, finding new markets for recycled
material, educating consumers about
putting only the right materials in the
stream, meeting customer demands and
ensuring high quality products.”

Landfilling
■Continued from Page 1

ground rod connection, it surely is ground-
ed through other components. Disrupting
the ground connection shunts power
surges to other places, like your load cells
or electronics. Damaged electronics can
cost thousands of dollars in repairs.

Monitor your scale’s use
You probably don’t have the time to

monitor how fast traffic enters and exits
the scale. However, keep in mind that
while the scale is designed to slightly
move with traffic, abusive and aggressive
entrance and exiting of traffic accelerates
wear. Again, taxing the scale means more
wear and more dollars spent in repairs.

Many scale manufacturers offer
accessories to promote traffic discipline
while entering and exiting your scale.
Traffic signals and guide post kits at the
approach and exit can manage traffic flow
and truck speed very effectively for a
small investment.

Install accessories where necessary
Consider the accessories below, developed

from real-world experience, to prevent
issues with your truck scale altogether. 

Riser plates – Riser plates elevate
your weighbridge, reducing the risk of
debris accumulation and providing clear-
ance for cleaning and inspection.

Load cell boots – Exposed to debris,
weather, moisture and even product that
has migrated below the deck, your load
cells operate in the worst environment pos-
sible. Load cell boots act like a protective
glove and prevent debris from interfering
with proper load cell operation.

Steel and EPDM rubber belting – At
each end of your scale, there is a small gap
between the scale and foundation. This
gap is a great place for dirt, debris and
product to fall under the scale and accu-
mulate. Installing T-belting along this gap
between the scale and foundation wall is a
good step to preventing this accumulation.

Conclusion
In the end, how you implement these

best practices is up to you. You can partner
with a qualified service provider to man-
age these tasks, or you can go it alone.
One thing is certain – neglecting your
scale costs you profit.

Scale tips
■Continued from Page 2

Progressive Waste acquires
interest in TerraCycle Canada

Progressive Waste Solutions Ltd. has
acquired a 19.9 percent interest in Terra-
Cycle Canada. TerraCycle Canada collects
and recycles pre-and post-consumer waste
streams ranging from cigarette butts to
coffee capsules to drink pouches – that are
otherwise sent to landfill or incinerated.
The companies are beginning to cooperate
on a range of recycling initiatives through-
out Canada to bring more recycling
options to Progressive Waste Solutions’
commercial, governmental and residential
customers. 

Joseph Quarin, president and chief
executive officer of Progressive Waste
Solutions, commented, “We expect that
this partnership will enhance the range of
recycling options Progressive Waste Solu-
tions can offer its customers.”

This partnership will include Progres-
sive Waste Solutions offering TerraCycle’s
recycling services in many of their con-
tract bids – thereby providing Progressive
Waste Solutions customers with options

for recycling otherwise non-recyclable
waste streams.

TerraCycle Canada already operates
a significant network of individuals and
organizations across Canada. Through
the corporate sponsorship of companies
such as Maple Leaf Foods®, Mr.
Christie’s®, Nespressoâ and Garnier®,
TerraCycle runs free recycling fundrais-
ers at over 20,000 schools and communi-
ty groups across Canada. In addition,
TerraCycle partners with retailers such
as London Drugs and Staples Canada to
collect waste at their store locations and
with the City of Vancouver to collect
cigarette butts in recycling receptacles
installed across the city.

Globally, TerraCycle has repurposed
more than 2.6 billion pieces of food and
beverage, office and school supply, per-
sonal care and beauty packaging and other
hard to recycle waste streams such as ciga-
rette butts. These collections helped raise
more than $8 million dollars to charity. 



12,473 Hours
Throat: 34” wide

Box: 25’
Shear force: 1,108 NT

Five 100 HP Motors (special wound to run up 150 HP)
17-27 TPH

Conveyers:
Karl Schmidt all installed new in 2005

First conveyer is a shaker. 4’ wide x 25’ long.
Second Conveyor  4’ wide x 26’ long

Third conveyor a radial stacker  4’ wide x 60’ long. 
Height of discharge 22’ 10” 

$749,000.

2005 Harris GS 1100 Guillo�ne
Shear/Baler/Logger

with 3 Conveyors

REDUCED!

DADE Capital Corp.     800-823-9688    DADECapital.com

OBERLANDER1650 TON SHEAR
MODEL HY 10 | 1650 TONS | MANUFACTURED JULY 1990

DADE Capital Corp.

800-823-9688
Perrysburg, OH

8  MOTORS @ 100HP

THROAT SIZE 46’’

BOX LENGTH 29’ 5”

LAST TIME RAN SEPT 2013

CONDITION IS GOOD 

SPARE PARTS:  2 SETS OF 
BLADES AND ASSEMBLIES 
AND ONE SPARE MOTOR.

PRICE:  $650,000.00 USD

$700,000
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